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SUMMARY . 

l . 

_' 
v 

This report presents the-r'esults of a study and research 
investigation of nondestrqctive 'test methods'for spot welds 
in aluminum-alloy sheets. The purpose of the research-was to 
fnvestigate proposed nondestructive test msthods.for spot 
welds .in aluminum alloys, to determine the feasibility of 
such.tesfs, and to.recommeqd those,research methods found 
suitable for development and redaction to practical a?pllca- 
ti0n. : I. . . . - 

* _ -; . ----.. 
Investigation was made o.f approximately 30 2ro$osed non- 

destructive methods of testing spot w.elds, including electric- . 
current conduct&on tests, eddy-current .tests;thermal tests, 
sonic and vibration tests, material-progerty tests, Denetra- 
tor tests, X-ray tests, and mechanical-proof tests. Prelim- 
inary tests and analysis of the requirements of a suitable 
nondestructive test indfcated that penetrator, electrical, 
and X-ray tests showed the most proniee, and extensive devel- 
opments of each of those test methods were carried out-, Each 
of these test methods then was tried on groups of several 
hundreds of industrially made ss-ot welds, and the reliability 
and accuracy with which weld siso, strength,. 'and quality were 
predfcted by each test were determined. Complete descrip- 
tions of test eiu3fpmoht and the results of measurements are 
included in this report, $n many cases,in the form of graphs. 
Also included are'.phqtogr.aphic tables of -data on spot-weld 
nomenclature and metallurgy, weld classification, and the 
effects of condftions of welding upon weld size and structure. 

. c It was found that, in terms of relfability, the most 
promising nondestructive test method is the radiographic in- 
spection of spot welds, whfoh can probably measure weld-nug- 
get diameter and the presence of defects, such as cracks, 
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porosfty, -.&nif: sp:$tf,$ng~ 1 The.aost reliable non-radiographic 
test is the ring-penetrator or profileipenetrator test, 
which can measure weld-nugget'diameter reliably under normal 
conditions of productJon wslding. Tt. does not measure the 
nature or extent of cracking, porosity, and spitting, except 
insofar as these defects change the depth of penetration un- 
der load. Neither. the .-el.e.ctri.cal nor the-penetrator tests 
are capable of determiningtbe ext'eht of the alclad inclusion 
into the weld nugget at. the fayfng plane, or the decreaee In 
weld strength resulting fr'h'ii this cause.. 

INTRODUCTSOB 
. . 

. 

The need for practfcal nondestructive tests for spot 
wrekds .in alumfnum-alloy ,sho,et is recognised in the aircraft 
industry. Present industrial .proce.ss control aqd v3.sual ln- 
spectfon procedures, while -adequate for the productfon of' 
s.econdary aircr.aft .structures and,. in some casea, for primary 

r* 
._ 

aircraft components, do'.not guarantee that all spot welds 
made in aluminum-alloy sheets for aircraft will meet minimum I 
strength requfremcnts. Consequently, spot-welding applica- 
tions have been lfmfted, for tho most part, to secondary or 
unstressed structures. Until adequate procees control, mon- 
itoring of the welding equipment, or reliable nondestructive 
tosts arc provided to guarantoe.weld quality, the spot-wold- 
ing of primary afrcraft structures tends to be lfmited. 

-= 

When designers and inspectorsare. qhqwp~undpniable proof .- 
that weld quality is adequate, the spot-wolding'of primary 
aircraft.atru.ctures may be expanded. A reliable nondestruc- 
tive test for spot wolds would provide this proof of weld 
quality. . . 

. 
The,purpose of.the research described in this:roport 

was to invostigat? propospd noadostructivo test motho&s...for 
spot welds fn.alumfnum-alloy sheets, to determine tho feasi- 
bility of such teste,' and to recommend mothods found' suitable 
for further dovclopmont'and reduction to practical'applica- 
tfon. The Rational Advisory Committoo for Aero'nautfcs spon- 
sored the research and contributed to its financial support. 
The invdstigat'f.on was carried out at California Institute of 
Technology under. the supervision of Pro-fossor 3'. 0. Lindvall, 

. 
r -; 

-I 
-1 
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. . ’ . STATEMERT OF TEE! PROBLEM 

A. Boquiremonts of Test 

, Tho nondostructivo spot-weld test must bo absolutely 
reliable, and should be practical, fast, efficient, and eco- 
nomical both in labor and equtpment. It should be suitable 
for production testing and for. occasional inspection checks 
on questionable welds at Any point in the fabrication procees. 
It should detect bad welds regardless of their cause, 

.' 
To be more specffic, the test must be: 

1. Reliable.- It should discriminate normal welds - 
that is, welds with static shear strengths‘25 percent to 
125 percent above the minimum acceptable strength -from 

. wel3.s with less than the minimum acceptable strength, with 
‘c-omplete reliability. To obtain this r~liab'ility, the method 

J 
. should prsdict spot weld static shear strength within&20 

t percent of actual weld strength, and more accurately if pos- 
sible, throughout the range of strengths f'rom one-half the 
minimum acceptable strength to the highest strength obtained 
under normal production conditions in acceptable welds. A 
reasonable maximum accuracy to be expected from a nondestruc- 

-tive spot-weld test is that test indfcatfons should measure 
weld strength as closely as nugget df'ameter (which could be 
observed by de8trUCtiVely sectioning the weld) correlates 
with weld strength. Any nondestructive.test which appr-oache6 
this standard should be consi-dered successful, for the rela- 
tion between nugget diameter and weld strength is generally 
recognized as the most stgnificant relation between a single 
weld parameter and the static shear strength of the weld. 

2. Practical.- It must.be such that i+ can be used relf- 
ably bye semiskilled personnel under normal production condi- 
tions. 

3. Fast.- Because of the large number of welds to be 
tested, a production testing device should.preferably operate 
in a few seconds &n& be capable of befng quickly transferred 

* and positioned for-testing. For this reason, its location 
with respect to the weld nugget should not be too critical. 

I. 
w 4. Immediate in response.- 1-n production testing,-the 

t indication of weld. strength shopld’b8 immediate, to avoid 
delay and unnecessary identif$cation of specific'we'lds.under 
test. 
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6. Independent of weld location.- Test reeults should 
not be invalidated by th8 proximity .of Other welds, or Of 
corners, slot a, or edges in the sheet, or of large masses Of 
metal. 

6. Indenendent of'ambient condition8 and of surface con- 
ditions of welded'sheets.- Since weld testing may be done on 
production links within bui3.d'ings or out-of-doors, test re- 
sults must,p.ot be affected by temperature., noise, vibration, 
dirt, 

' . t i .o.n . 
hu'm$dity, or other test conditions dependent upon loca- 

Sheet surfaces must nbt; requfre excessive preparation, 
nor shoul'd surface conditio'na resulting from normal produc- 
tion processes invalrdate the test. . 

7. Nondestructive.- The wsld must not be damaged by the 
tesF;*'nor should the alclad layer. be -broken nor the. sheet or 
part be distorted by the test. ' . . 

In addition, it would be highly des,irabla, but not net- ’ 
'essary, that the test equipment be portable 'and that it ro-. 

quire'access to'only on8 side of tha .wslded she.et's. If used :& - 
on fabricated pieces, it would.be advantageous if the port&on :_. 
of the t8ster to be brought to the.weld were &&all, weighing, '.-_- 

'only a few pounds 'at most, and wereeasy to move and set ac- 
curately in position. For production teeting,of emaL parts 

'before ,further'aesembly, the work might be brought to a fixed 
testing machine. Although spot welds in aircraft are accesL 
sib18 from'both sides of the work at some point in the fabri- 
cation process, a testing-unit operating from only one side 
of the. sheetwould be very advantageous, provided reliability 
of measurement were,not sacrificed to obtain this advantage. 

B. Weld Properties,ahd Nomenclature 

Fi'gure 1 shows photomacrogrbphs of both cross section 
and faying 'surface, and. photomfcrographs of significant re- 
gions, of a typical spot weld in alclad 24S-T aluminum-alloy 
sheet. The following nomenclature, which will. be used 
throughout.this report, defers to this figure. , '- -, 

1. The parent sheet (A) is the 24S-T aluminum-alloy 
sheet in the region outside the weld .proper which has not 
been.affected in any manner by the welding process. Thfe 
alloy is composed of 4.6 percent copper, 0.6 percent manga- 
nese, and 1,5'p8rcent magnesium, with. aluminum and' normal 
impurities making up'the balance.' (See reference 1.) The 
24S-T (tempered) alloy d'evel'ops'about 41,000 psi shear 
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strengthr while 24S-0 (annealed) alloy develops..only 18,000 
psi. The incipient melting temperature of this 24s alloy is 
936' F. (Se8 reference 2.) 

2'. !J!he alclad lavsr (B) Lg a thin layer., approximately 
-5 percent of theG:tsheet thickness, of commercially 
'pure aluminum bonded-to each surface--of-the parent sheet. 

Its prime purpose is to protect the parent sheet agafnst cor- 
rosion. It i-5 important that the welding operation should 
not impair the protsction provided by this coating. This 
commercially -pure aluminum develops about 9500 psi in shear 
and has melting point of about 1200' F. (See references 1 
and 3.) . 

- 
' 3. The weld nugget (C) is an ellipsoidal volume of metal 

which has been melted-by the.veI.ding- current, possibly being 
stirred so as to effect a redistribution of its chemical con- 
stltuents, and has then solidified into two distinct zones as 
a cast structure. (See reference 4.; The dan'dritic zone (Cl) 
shows evidence of very rapid solidification, while-the equi- 
axed cone (Cll) shows evidence of relatfvely slower cooling. 

.-The nugg8t'is softer than the parent sheet and develops.only 
about 18,000 to 22,000 psi shear strength. (See reference 3.) 

4. The corona region .(D) surrounds the 'w8ld nugget at 
the faying plane and is that area of the alclad coating which 
has been subject to pressure aiiU heat during the welding pro- 
ce85. T-he nature of th.e cor'ona may depend upon the surface 
preparation of the sheet before welding, and in the corona 
region there may be no bonding, partial bonding; or complete 
arsal bonding depending upon the sheet condition and the con- 
ditions of welding. It is not safe to assume the. bonded area 
of corona to be proporCiona1 to nugget area, for the purpose's ' 
of nondestructive test development. The *complete corona bond- 
ing may develop as much'as 9500 to 10,500 psi shearing ' 
strength. (See refer-en'ce 3.) . - 

5. The alclad inclusion (E) into the weld nugget at the 
faying plane consists.bf aluminuti. of.the alclad layer which 
has not been allbyed'into the nugget. The extent of alclad 
inclusion is quite variable, .and tends to be grsater with. 
thick alclad layers, and in low energy welds with thin nug- 
gets. Excessive alcla'd inclusion tieakens a weld in shear 
loading, since it decreases the effective nugget area at the 
faying plane. It is possible to develop a nugget in both 
sheets, 
enc8 3.1 

yet ha+0 TbO p%rcent alclad fnclusfon. (See refsr- 
In thfa case, the weld nugget co.ntributss nothing 

whatever to the weld strength.' 
.: . 

, 
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6, The penetration (F) of the weld nugget into the par- 
ent sheet measures the portion of the sheet thickness occu- b 
pied by the weld nugget. Penetrations of 20 to 80 percent 
of the sheet thickness are usually considered acceptable. 
(See reference 5.) Excessive penetration (80 to 100 percent) 
usually indicates a brittle, cracked, or porous weld, and it 
is undesirable both because of lack of ductility in the weld, 
and because the cracks may spread to the surface breaking 
the alclad,layer and permitting corrosion. Inadequate pene- 
tration (below 20 percent) is frequently accompanied by ex- 
cessive alclad inclusion and inconsistency in strength. 

7. The heat-affected tone (G) is that region of the par- 
ent metal surrounding the weld nugget the properties of which 
have been changed as a result of exposure to elevated temper- 
atures. The shear and tensf-le strengths of the 24%T alloy 
are reauced in this region. Structural changes, euch as in- 
cipient melting of the material and intrusion of eutectic 
along grain boundaries, occur in this zone, (See reference I 
6.1 Very large welds tend to l'pull a buttonIf when they fail 
under shear loading, the failure possibly occurring in part 
through this heat-affected zone. (See reference 7.1 Welds 

k+ 

which fail by shearing the nugget through the faying plane 
are not greatly affected by this zone insofar as the shear 
load required for failure is concerned, 

8. The faying plane (I-I) is the plane of joining between 
the welded sheets. Bonding between the two sheeta in this 
plane gives the weld its strength. 

C. Factors Contributing to Weld Shear Strength and Quality 

Spot welds are seldom designed to be loaded in tension. 
The spot weld is much stronger under shear loading and is 
normally designed on the basis of static shear loads. The 
most commonly used measurement of weld strength is the etat- 
ic shear strength of a single spot lap joint. (See refer-. = 
ence 5.1 It fs this static shear strength which must be pre- L 
dieted reliably by nondestructive tests to obtain their 
general acceptance. ff static shear strength cannot be pre- 
dicted reliably, the nondestructive test method must be con- . 
sidered a failure, regardless of how well it measures other 
weld properties. 

l 

Unfortunately, static shear strength alone is not a good 
measure of spot-weld oualits. Weak welds without any m 
bonding whatever at the faying surface may pass minimum ac- 
ceptable static shear strength requirements by virtue of 
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alclad bonding; yet these welds might fail in service. Very 
, l large welds with oversize, -cracked, brittle nuggets and low 

ductility may show very high static shear strengths, yet con- 
tribute,to early fatigue failure and rapid corrosion. An 
ideal nondestructive test should distinguish between these . -defect 8.. . 

-- -- - T. i.- ..-, _ - - - - - ..' - . . .I _ . . _ . .-- 
--The single spot-weld par&meter which by itself carrel- ^.; -_ late‘s most reliably with static shear strength is the veld- .I 

nugget diameter at the faying plane; More precisely, it la 
the net area of cast alloy (total nugget area less the area 
of the alclad inclusion)-at the faying plane which determines 
weld strength. With excessive alclad inclusions, measurement 
of the over-all nugget diameter can be misleading to the ex- 
tent of 100 percent error in predicting weld strengths. With 

.I normal-alclad inclusions, the nugget-diameter measures weld 
static shear strength with ‘an error of ilO. to ~20 percent of I 
actual weld strength. '(See fig. 41.) For welds without ex- 

; cessive alclad inclusions or corona bonding, which fail by 
shearing the nugget through th.e faying plane, the correlation 
is quite reliable.. .Fo.r. stronger welds which fail-by "pulling 

--a 'a button," the correlation is less reliable, but in all such 
cases the weld strength is less than would be expected -for 

"failure by shearing thraugh.the nugget .at the- faying plane. 

The second pa_rameter, in addition to-the net area of 
cast alloy at the faying plane, which contributes signif%- 
cantly to spot-weld shear strength, is the effective area of 
alclad or. corona bond.ing.at $he faying p-lane. In cases where 
the cladding is fully bonded between the sheets near the 
weld, there occurs a strength contribution per. unit are* of 
bonded cladding, equal to approximately half the unit -strength 
of the cast alloy. In weak welds, the area of bonded- cladding 
may easily exceed the cast alloy a+ea in th5e ratio, of* 3. or -4 : 
to 1. In the-se cases the bonded cladding.cont~ibb;;t'es~a major 
portion of the static shear strength of the weld. ..This added 
strength.,would be evident. in-the static sh.ea~~.pull' test,.yet 
could. not b.e relied upon for the life of a welded s'$ruc‘ture, 
as.the alclad bond is of questionable nature. ' 

It is diffi-cult -t-o meas-ure the net- area if al'cl&rb-ond- 
. 

ing, 1 not including the area of nugget-b.and-ing, .in'a noride+ 
structive test. However, if reLiab:le .independent measurements 
can be made of the -total-bonded-,area and of the net nug&et 

c area at the faying. .p.la.ne, their.di&erence measures the area 
of bonded cladding: _. . .- - 

Cracking 'and porosity v.it'h.%n the. weld- nugget have .: _' 
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negligible effact upon static shear strength, except insofar 
as they affect the bonded'area at the faying plane. b 

_ The influence of the differ'ent types of metallurgical 
.structure 'on the character.istics of spot welds is not known 
at .pr.e-e-ent,-but ft .is prb%ably of much less importance than 
factors such as size, shape, soundness, and freedom from 
cracking. (See reference 6.) lfeaeurement s have sh’bwn., no -i 
reliable direct correlat.idn betwee~n,any'metallurgica~i'~hrOp- : 

i erty.and weld strength, except insofar a6 nu&get ge'ometrjr 
has been measured by s.tructurel'properties. - 

.: . . L*. 
. . a : . . ,. .D. Weld Types to be Discriminated- -': * c 

. '., 
., *I,-. . I. Y ,The t'adk o.f developing nondestr.uctive test,6 for :sp,ot. 

:-&elds 3i'Ei fj?equently given- by production welding, grou!.!.~ to, 
': r'esei'arc,h '@thugs or outaide orgafiizations whose.famfLiarity 
. .: with'production welding conditi~ons ie limited. 

quen.tly, 
gill $p.o, fre- 

t&&e research workers have a fal's.gIy.Srml!l~fle,p.. 
. c,oncept’- o'f" the hatpre; geometry, and structure' of sp’otiweide, 

'. :on.whi'ch to base their nondestructive teat develohments. It a- 
must therefore be recognized that the size, 'shape, and bond- 
ing, particularly of,wsak welds, .are excee&ingly variable. 
Static shear tests alone tell very little about weld.geometry, 
size, and quali.ty. Many anomalous conditions'exi,st which 
tend to invalidate nondestructive test methods. ,. 

To &id in the-development and interpretation of nonde- 
structive spot-weid tests, a ciastiification chart is gJv,en 
showing the faying surface and a seoti-on through the nugget . for several typical spot welds made underinduetrial weldfng 

. conditions. 'These welds were made on energy -storage welders 
of both.the magnetic and the condens& types:, which.tend to 

-produce-similar weld structures. No alternating-current' 
welds are included, but sfmflar results can'-be obtained with 
alternating-current welders under certain conditions. . . 

For simpi-icfty, the claesification chart begins with 
very low energy Wela8, and progresses to larger and stronger 
welds made with'fncreasfng energy. In this manner:the slg-‘ 
nificance. of:the various weld regions in contributing'to " 
weld"strength 'can b-e Basilg determined. 

These welds were made on industrial spot-welding'machines l 

with all preparation and welding condftionhs normal, except 
energy setting-or, in a few ca888, forge preesure.delay time. 
Thus, the net heat developed !ili:the weld was use'&'aa the chief 
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. . - . 
variable in producing these weld types. The bad welds were 
purposefully made so for use in developing nondestructive 

- spot-weld tests, 
. 

LQpe A Weids* - Alclad Bonding Only wfth Ho Nugget Formation 
(See fig. 2.1 

Weld A-; represents the lowest energy setting of the 
welding machine producing observable bonding at the faying 
surface. A small region of the alclad layers ha8 been heated 
and subjected to prdsaure,. pr0ducfng.a weak bond possibly due 

. to plastic deformation and keying at the faying surface. 
Thfs weld fell apart upon handling. The bonded points are 
good conductor8 of heat and electricity across the faying 
surface between the sheets; the surrounding faging surface is 
a very poor conductor as a result of the presence of a thin 
layer of aluminum oxide, which acts as an insulator. No 
change8 have occurred in the parent. metal, and no nugget for- 
mation has occurred. - 

Weld A-2 iwas -made.under the same conditions as weld A-l, 
but more.extenaive bonding has occurred at the faying plane. 
The alclad layer has bonded over a slightly larger area. The 
static shear strength was 100 pOUnd8.. This bond; because of 
increased area, shows less over-all resistance to the flow of 
heat and electric current across the faying plane than the 
bond of weld A-5. b . . 

Weld A-3 made.wlth inCrea8e.d energy shows a still larger 
area of alclad ,bonding, and developed a static shear strength 
of 216 pounds. The resistance of this-bond to the flow of 
electric current and heat de still less than that of weld A-2, 
because of the increased bonding area. r 

All the welds of fyp,e a, frequently 'calLed "stuck" welds, 
involve only alclad or corona bonding without.any nugget de- 
velopment whatever, and sholild be. classified as worthleas. 
This type of.bdnding results only under a locally ideal:con- 
dition of surface preparation, such as wire brushing-or care- 
ful etching. A fingerprint or the use of other methods of 
surface preparation may result in absolutely no bonding under 
the same condition8 of we&ding. However, welds of this type 
have been noted with much larg,er area of alclad bonding, 
whiph develop more than the Army 'minimum acceptable statfc 

*Specimen,we.lds 8hOWn ,&Fe all made in O-040-inch :24S-T 
alclad Sheets, All are shown at 10X magnification. 

.-. I 
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shear strengths. The weld Shear strength is directly propor- 
tional to the net area of true bonding, and the unit shear . 
strength fs near 10,000 psi. Nondestructive tests which 

measure the area of bonding at the faying plane tend to meas- 
ure weld shear etrength accurately, when alclad bonding i's' 
the only type of bonding present in the group of weld8 under 
t'est'. '. '. . 

Type-B Welds - Elementary Nugge-t Formatfan 
(See fig..3.) 

.".-Ijeld s-1 shpws the effect.of a different method of sur- 
fa,ce cleaning upon the bond at the.fayxng sur'race. Suffi- J 
cient welding energy to'provide-an eiementarg nugget in both 
shegts ha'8,'beBn..suppli-ed, y:et'a%.most no bond-fng whatever has 
occurred ,saV~'on~'t6e.-perfphery of the heated area. This 

: 'tiweldr fell ap-art Upon han.ddli.ng. - '--. T' 

Weld B-2~1r8presenf8 a sl$:ghtly higher weld ensrgy than 1 
the yelds of type A, with Very elementary tendencies toward 
nu:gget format-ion'. Nearly 100 percent+ of.the bonded area con- :-- 
gists of a'lclad bonding.wi.th an almost negl3g'ible. area of 
cast alloy. or nugget bonding. This weid failed at a shear 
load of 360 pounds, the increase -in -st,rength over w,eld A-3 
resulting chiefly From the increased area of bonding. 

Weld IL3 represents a further increase in weld energy, 
'producing a "crescentz. or zdoughnut," shaped .nugget dev-elop- 
:ment . 'Some of the alclad iayer has-seen melted and,alloye*d 
with the nugget material LoperMitt,ing the cast alloy of the 

"'nugget itself to.form a -direct bond ovkr a-small ring-shape 
grea. This weld'developed 580 pound8 in static"shear test, 
mtost of the gain in strength over.weld.B-2 re8ulting not 
from a change in the area of bonding, but rather froma 
change in the type ofxding - from alcl&d bona'ihq to caet- 
alloy bonding in the nugget area,i The.,..ca&a&loy.poyd 
usually deVelOp8'about 20,000.psi,.,un~lt,~h8a.r stlreifigth, aphrox- 
imately twice: that CharaCteri8t$p,pf Jh.8 alclad bond, "Thus 
this weld wbhL&'s.ot..be: df8cr,imipat,ed. from weld &!,2. by."non- 
destructive tests involving. only. t&e .x+~qur~8ment Lof 
area of b,onding at the faying surface. 

th*e- total .- -’ 
I ‘; . l 

Weld B-4,made with sti11,greatsr energy, developed a 
"flat nu'gget. of larger .size, but seems to lack alclad bonding 

. . 'e.ntirsly.- 'ItS'strength. Of 480 pound8 f8 COnSeqUently lower 
than might be expe‘cted. This failure :of corona bonding may 

.,have, resulted from local aurfac-a Icont,amination of the faying 
plane, as by a fingerprint. 'ThU8 neither: the relative 'size . 

’ . 
-. 

. _ . 
. I. . 

,. _ . .- .- . . .- 
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df.ntiggGt nor-the relative bonded area of this weld can meas- 
ure Its strength reliably in comparison with preceding welds. 
Rondestructive tests based only on measurement of the conduct- 
ing area at the faying plane would-classify this weld as near 9 
to weld A-2, whfch has about 50 percent of fts area, yet only 
21.percent of its strength, and so the tests would be 100 
percent in error. Tests based on nugget size alone would 
classify it as stronger than weld B-3, and would probably be 
40 to 50 percent in.error, * 

Weld BL5<d'Gveloped a flat nug,get comparable to that of 
*but . .: .- weld.%4;. the total bonded area- covered only half the 

usual circular area, and contained only a small area of cast- 
alloy bonding. 

.,_ !340 Ib) 
Consequently, thfs weld is weaker strength 

t.h an welds B-2 and.B-3. 

All the welds of type B, frequently called doughnut or 
. 

B. .-._ 
crescent welds, involyb small regions of cast alloy or nugget 
development wfth.or without extensive alclad bonding depend- 
ing upon-conditions of surface preparation. The cast-alloy 

-B bond develops about twice the unit shear strength of the com- 
plete al-clad bond. Xence weld strength is not measured re- 
liably by the total are-&of bonding‘at the faying surface. 
Usually the strength varies widely between successive welds 
made under these weldrng condittona, so that all these welds 
are undesirable because of lack of consistency, even though 
a group of these welds may pass the minimum acceptable shear 
strength requirement. - 

The changes in weld energy in this group of w.elds were 
obtained with constauT anergy-(current relay) setting of the 
Sciaky welder by advaz~ cicg the appl$c-atfon of forging pres- 
sure by varying amounts of time. 

.- . ~_ _ __ . - - .- _ . . 
Type-C Welds -_ Small Diameter Nuggets with Bormal 

Alclad Inclusions and Low Penetration 
(See ffg. 4.) 

Weld C-l has a small nugget of normal shape and a rea- 
sonable amount of alclad inclusion, typical of welds made 
with higher energy than the type--B, welds, hut with insuffi- 
cfent energy to produce full-size nuggets. Lrttle alclad 
bonding occurred on this weld. The weld strength is only 
200 pounds. The-.penetration is low, amountipg to about 30 
percent of the sheet thick.uegs, : 

. i : I ,. . *. . . 
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Weld C-2 *wes made with greater energy than weld C-l and 
has somewhat larger diameter and about 55 percent penetration. b 
The strength is 380 pounds. The nature of the corona bond on 

:this weld ia questionable. 

I Type-C welds result under otherwise normal welding con- 
dit.%:aP:s'.when weld energy is slightly low fo'r the production 
of normal size welds. ff the corona bond happens to be er- 
tensive, the welds develop normal static shear strength. 
Ho.wever, if corona bonding is absent, the we-ld strength is 
low. Inconsistency of strengths results, particularly if 

*&urface preparation and cleaning of the sheet were fnadequate. , . z 

Type-D Welds - Normal Dfameter Nuggets with Normal Penetration 
*:.* -. L .;:.- . . (,See fig. 5.1 
,I, 

;Weld D-l fs a'weld of normal diameter, penetration, and 
shape..-. .Its.strepgth was 725 pounds. ft has an adequate area * 
of cast-alloy bondfing attke, fa.gsng Burface, to which corona 

'bonding adds further strength. The alclad inclusion is not 
excessiive. The weld is usoundlt - that is, tt is free of * -+ 

cracks &and porosity. The.penetratio.n,is not excessive, since 
the heat-affected zone does not extend to the surface of the 
24S-T allby. This is the preferred type o-f weld. Its maxl- 
mum strength has been realized because it failed by shearing 
through the.nugget at the faying.plane. 

Weld D-2 is a w-of normal penetration and shape, with 
slightly larger di.ameter-than weld D-l. It failed by pull-. 
ing a button,.. witbpartial shearing of the nugget, and so de- 
veloped only 580 pound.6: shear'Et*ength. 

The welds of type D consistently develop acceptable 
static shear strength; and are characterized by normal diam- 
eter, well-shaped nuggets of reasonable penetration. The 
welds are usually sound and free from cracks, porosity, and 
lack of fusion, 

Type-E Weld8 - Oversize puggets with Sxceesfve 

Penetratfon, Cracks, Porosity, or Spitting 
I (See fig. 6.) 

Weld E-l has a nugget of normal diameter with excessive 
penetration into one sheet, and a tendency toward cracking 
in the nugget. Sheet efffciency.may be impaired by the 
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excessive penetration, -and fatl-gue &tr&gth might be lowered 
through further growth of the cracks. Should the cracks ex- 
tend themselves to the sheet surface, corrosion may further 
impair.the weld quality. -Strength was 700 pounds, no greater 
than that of -a normal penetration weld with. the same nugget 
diameter, ---- : _ 

_. . 
Weld E-2 shows exceeslve cracking fn a weld of nearly 

normal nugget diameter and penetration. Thf8 result8 from 
inadequate electrode pressure during welding; fn this partic- 

.ular case the app&ication of forging pressure was purpose- 
ful.ly.dexayed to.:obtafn this result. The fatigue-.ad gorro- 
s&on-.rssistant properties of.the weld may be impafred, ..- 
Strength was 590 pounds. -:-:- - --. ; _: . 

m..&-----F -- - . _ _ . _' -, - - - -- Y -- I, .,- -y- _ -r--~- a - I IAt 1 A._ i -. - 
. - r-Nugget cracks usually lfe fn planes.normal to the sheet 
surface, and radfate spokelike from .the center of the nugget. 

iL 
Current and hgat flow through the bonded area normal to the 
faying surface,are.not appreciably affected by such cracks. 
X-rays, or eddy-current flow parallel-to the plane of-the / W' * sheet,will detect this type of cracking. -.- - ----- 

*Weld E-3 has a large diameter nugget with excessive pen- 
etratfon into one sheet.. Cracking fs frequently present in 
such oversize welds, particularly where inadequate tip prsa- 
sure has been used. Further increase 10 nugget size offers 
little advantage,- for possible increase in static shear 
strength is offset by probable reductions in fatigue strength, 
sheet efficiency, ductility, and corrosion resfstance when' 
excessive penetratfon and crackfng result. 

Weld E-4 has an abnormally large nugget with excessive 
penetration and cracks extenddng to the sheet surface. It 
developed a static shear strength of 1385 pounds, but the 
crack might serve aa a focal point for corrosion or fatigue failure. __ ----. _--- ---- -;-- -- -- . -' 

* 
Weld E-5 exhibits flspitting'f at the faying surface, a 

condition which usual1 
duced strength (640 lb 7 

is accompanfed by porosity and re- ' * . 

Welds of type E may occasionally develop greater static 
shear strength than normal welds, --but this gain is offset .by 
a decrease in strength consistency, and a probability of ex- 
cessive penetration and cracking. 
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TESTS AND RlSULTS 
+, . . . ..-.. - 

. 
,j 

: : 
.1*:. 

.,‘, -. 

‘. ,; 
: ,. - At the, time this reeearlch was begun, several methods 

'{ r, : z,~~~f&~"~he~ nondestructive testing qf ,spot welds in aluminum al- 
'i ,*,.&o~r,&~-had, been prOpO68d. Each of these 'methods involved an 

attempt to measure the total area of bonding at the faying 
plane, thraugh the flow of direo,t cu,rreat, alternating or 

. . . eddy cur'rent,.'heat:, vibratidn, 
,.ing; plane at the bond. 

or sound waves acroaa -the fay- 
Tests 5howe.d t-hat none of these meas- 

- . . .rprementa could predict weld stFengt,h reliably; and that the 
. reason for-their failure lay in their inabili$y to discrimi- 
. .,nate between the relative areae of,:nugget bonding and of al- 

clad bonding at the faying ‘plage, If such tests were cali- 
brated on welds having nugget bonding. only, the measurements 
could falsely indicate, the strength of..a weld with predomi- 
nantly alclad bonding 'to be as'.mu,&h as.100 percent above the 
true strength. S'or this reason, tests' developed by several 
research laboratories failed to -discriminate weld strength I 
and quality and their development,was abandoned. . . '. .a 

.radiographio methods of inspecting * During the pa6.t' year, 
spot welds have been develo-ged to,show great promise. (See 
references 4,, 6, 8i 9; .and lb.) The radio'graphing of epot. 
w8ia8, however, seemed unattractive to aircraft manufacturers 
because-of tbs‘:.ctist,'time delay, and ski.11 required in.test- 

_ ,,ing, as well as the possibility of,misinterprgtation qf the 
radiographs -or misuse of the 'method. .The.praatiqabilLt.y of 

,kthe.method haa'xot :yet been-proqed for industrial production 
inspection. Th&ref&ce a specific'directive t;o,develop eon- 
radiographic te.st"methods, if possible, was given to this 
project. : 

'For the use of re-search organixationa interested in the 
.dsvel'opment of nondestrqctive' test6 for sgot wel.d&, a brief 
description of proposed test methods is now given. Methods 
proposed and developed independently by California Institute 
of Technology are indicatep.with a ,(.#). sign. Methods pro- 
posed elsewhere are indicated by a superscript letter. Gen- 
eral info&nation on the me't'hods is.inclpded where it may 
prove useful. These methods include: 

,. I (a) Visual Inspection of Spot Welds 
_ 

'(b.}'Electric-Current (Conductfon) Tests 

(c) EddpCurrent (Induction) Tests 
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(d) Thermal (Heat-Flow) Tests 
-. __.. 2 - .- -r i < -'-; , . - . *.. -. ‘(c)‘Sonic and Vibration Tests 

'15 

.(f) Sheet-Surface-Condition Tests - ,_ . 

(g) Xmpressor or Penetrator Tests 

(h) Hechanical-Proof Tests I- - _I~-' -I 
(i> Radiographic Tests 
. . 

A. Yisual.,Inspection of Spot Welds 

Quality control of spot welds in the aircraft industry 
is obtained at present by (See reference 5.1: 

1. Careful process control 
._ - _ -. . -- - -z -2. Qualiffcation testing of machines 

. 
3. Percentage destructive testing 

4. Strength-consfstency tests 

5. Weld-metal-structure tests, and 

6. Visual inspectfon of welded parts and structures _.- .- - - 
. "Visual inspectfon is th'e only nondestructive test which 

has received general acceptance in the industry. ._.-. 
A skilled inspector, familiar with the conditions of 

preparation and welding, and the characteristics of partic- 
ular machines in a given plant, can obtain a great amount of 
information, concerning weld quality by visual inspection of 
the finished parts. Parts showing excessive Indentations of 
the sheet by'the'welder ele,ctrodes are of course rejected, 
for surfaces exposed to the air stream in which a smooth 
surfabeis requfred, 

The presence'o'f spits or flashes, or evidence. of..ex&es- 
sive tip pickup, often indicates bad welding conditions. '_L 
Welds with cracks extending.to the sheet surface are easily 
observed, and cannot be accepted because these cracks sirve 
as focal' poi,nts for corrosion.,. gvidences of excessive $&e-et 
separationVindicate bad wg.&ding Condit$ons,':'with possible, .i a_ : -,. . * : _. ._ I.. ; . . ?r: . . . .- , - _.. . 



expulsion of metal from the weld zone and resultant cracks 
or porosity. Certain surface conditions can be correlated 
with ductility or, conversely, with brittleness fn the weld. 
Under controlled conditions of. welding,-nugget size, weld 
energy, and timing of forge pressure can be correlated with 
surface indentation of -the sheet. The, research man must 
avoid developing nondestructive tests which measure these 
spot-weld parameters no more reliably than does visual in- 
spection. r -..- 

B. Electric-Current Conduction 

Indications obtained .in electric-current conduction 
tests depend upon the mbasurement of resistance in the weld 
,region. !l?,h,ey depend in particular upon the geometry of the 
conducting'path, and upon the specific reeistivity of volumes 
and surface r'egiono ln that path. -Because of the very low 
resistance of aluminum alloys, even with a current path lim- i 
ited to the weld region to obtain sensitivity to weld condi- 
tions, large currents, 10 to 109 amperes, ~~3ually are re- 
quired. Sensitive hi&up units with low internal resistance, ;--- 
designed to respond to 5 to 100 microvolts, are needed. Only 
a small portion of the total energy'input to the weld region 
is available to actuate t.hg,indicating instrument; in the 
pickup system. The relatively largs-effects of contact re- 
sistances and therma?+. electromotive forces,.must be reduced in 
the measuring circuits. 

it is'difficult'~to detect variations fn ths'specific 
res.istivitv in t&s various metal&urgical regf,ops'o.f~the spot 

'Geld, from-the outer -surface ofthe shset. Despite the fact 
that 24S-T.has approximately twice the resistivity of 2S-0, 
and about 16'7 percent of the resistivity of 24%Q;:the usual 
weld nugget has little resistivity effect upon eleptr$cal:: 
measurements.from the- outer surface- of-the sheet... There are 
no boundary regions of very high,raafstance between the:nug- 
get and the parent.motal. For-.weS;ds of normal or low-pene- 
tration, the overlying layer of.parentc.,meta&,tends to,mask 
small changes in resistivity within the nugget. r 

As an example of this condition, a rectangular priem 
containing half a weld nugget was cut from-an 0.064-inch 
24S-T ,alclad sheet containing typical spot welds. The sides 
of the prism were machined amoot-h and parallel, resulting in 
a block 0,064 by 0.026 by 1 inch containing half the weld 
nugget, as shown in figure 1. Direct current was passed 
through the strip from end to end. The potential distribu- 
tion was measured by means of a potentiometer easily adjusted 
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. to 1/2,percent of the total voltage drop in the pfece, . through the use of a sharpened aluminum alloy probe and a 
dividing engine. The potential distribution was found to be 
that shown fn.figure 7 for measurements on the side of the 
block which had been the faying plane. No significant dfs- 
continuities exist. Measurements on the opposite side of 
the block showed a linear potential distribution. Similar 

:*profiles in-which the difference in voltage between two 
.probes 0.04 inch-apart was measured as the probe assembly 

was moved along the piece also showed no resistance disoon- 
tinuities. In the absence of pores and cracks* therefore, 
it will be very difficult to use specif.3.c volume,resistivitg 
measurements from the outer surface of the welded sheets to 

1 

-.' A 

. measure weld size.or quality. . 

It is feasible to detect variation in the total conduct- 
ing area of the bohd between'the sheets at the faying plane 
of a spot weld. This may be'done by us'ing direct current 
flowing across the faying plane (normal to the sheet surface) 
at the pond. Several dire.ct,currenf tests of this t,gpe have 
been pr.oposed. Direct current flowing in the plane of the 
sheet doss not measure 'the area of bonding, unless a sizable 
normal component of-flow through the bond c.an be established. 
(See fig. 8.) ' - . 

Advantages of direct-current methods lie in their'sfm- 
plicity and their immediate response. 

Disadvantages of direct-current test methods lie in the 
dtfficulties of establishing satisfactory probe systems with- 
out excessive contact resistance or thermal electromotive 
forces, as well as in the small energy available in the pick- 
up system. 

1. Two-eide direct-ourrent test&.- In this test, a large 
direct current is passed from a cylindrical-current electrode 
(I) in contact with the sheet surface above the spot weld 
through the weld normal to.the faying plane to a similar cur- 
rent electrode fn contact with the sheet surface below the 
spot weld. (See fig. 9.1 Potential probes (f) in contact 
with the outer sheet surfaces and connected to a lorcresist- 
ante galvanometer, measure the potential drop through the 
weld. This test measures the total bonded area at the faying 
plane'of the weld. Bor welds with small areas of bonding, 
the lines of current flow are crowded together a-b the faying 
plane and produce a relatively higher potential drop than 
with welds with a large area of bonding. (See ffgs. 10 and 
11.1 Bigher potential readings thus tend to indicate smaller, 
and presumably weaker, welds. 
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Precautions to be observed in making thfe test are: 

1: The current electrodes must-be fixed relative to one 
another an& be very'.carefullycentered above the actual tield. 

- (I.ncidentglly,'the weld may not be centered under the impres- 
dion of the tip of the welder electrode.). A displacement of 
Thai durrent electrode l/16 inch from the optimum point with 
resgedt toithe weld may introduce-a lOO.percent change in 
podbn$ial Pndicdtion. (See fig. 10.) Each area of the cur- 
re,ni'eloctro$e must-make the s&me degree of contact, and 
carry the same proportion of the total current, on successive 
measurements, inspite of variations in the geometry of the 

. . .indentation af the sheet surf&ce'by.the welding tips. 
- 

2. The potential probes must be very carefully and per- 
manently located with respect to the current electrodes. A 

,. 4. dizsplace.m.ont of l164.inch produces a large error in potential 
.. ln&i&aiioii. .Centering the potential probe symmetrically with - 

'respect .to.thecurrent electrodes, so as to measure only the 
voltage,drop due 'to current flov normal to the sheet surface, 

'has been shown to give.dpt.imum sensitivity in these tests. 
-;/ 

l 

3. The potential probe should have a'sharp tip of a 
hardened alloy, capable of.puncturing the oxide fibm on the 
surface of the aluminum sheet without requiring the applica- 
tion of excessive pressure or penetrating a variable distance 
into the sheet. Low, constant contact resistance must be ob- 

'tained. Furthermore, the'potential-probes must be made of an 
alloy which developsonly a very small 'thermal electromotive 
force when in contact with.aluminym., This is necessary be- 
cause the potential drop across the weld amounts to only a 
few'.microvolta (0 to 50) in orhinairg: welds, falli total.cur- 
rents large enaugh.to heat theweidregion appreci-ably. 

4. The applied pressure and the total test burr&tit 
should not be .large enough to cause furt:her.fusing of alclad 
at the fayfng surface,. 
ous test'~i'ndi,catfon.s. 

'as th.is naturally..introdu&es errone- 
a 

5. 'Cleaning the sheet surfaces above the weld with 'steel 
wool and acetone tends to improve test consistency. 4 

Inherent errors in this test method, present even when 
test equipment is correctly designed, accurately built, and 
properly used, are:. . 

1. An error in predict'ing welddst,rength amounting to as 
much as 100 percent of'actual weld str,ength, re.sulting from 
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. the'inabilfty of this test to discri&nate the relative areas 
of: alclad and nugget bonding at the faying plane. Both types 
of.:bonding'have low resistance in comparison with the un- 
bended oxide coated areas of the faying plane, and-both types 
of bonding serve equally well as electrically conducting 
areas in.;thig.test. 

: 
2.. Ah error of as much as 100 percent in potential fndi- 

cation, resulting from displacements of the electrode assem- 
bly by l/32 inch or more from concentricity with the bonded 
area a%.-the faying plane. Since there is no indrcation on 
the qqter sheet surface of the exact location of the bond at 
the fayiqg plane, save the indentation caused by the welder 
tips, this error cannot-he remedied except by profiling the 
weld region to obtafn a minimum indication. Results of typ- 
ical profile electrical test on welds are given in figures 

- 10 and 11. 

3. An error of variable magnitude resultfng from,varia- 
tions,in the shape of the conducting area at the faying plane. 
A long narrow bonded area might develop the same shear ' 
strength as a circular bonded area of equal magnitude, but 
test indications would vary. r 

4. An error of variable magnitude.resulting from the 
presence of adjacent welds or rivets near the we1.d under test. 
A portion of the testing current is shunted through these.ad- 
jacent bonded areas, lowering the test indication.- Similar 
large errors in indicatfon may result when rspitsff-or expul- 
sion of metal occur and-bond the faying surfac.8 near the weld 
under test. 

Imorovements -in this test method were obtained by follow- 
ing the listed precautions, and, In additibn: '.- . , 

1. By modifying the origi'nally.proposed t.hree,p t cur- 
rent-electrode asseplblies to us-8 four to six points UT or 
areas ,of contact arranged 'in a circle, dr a cylindrical "' 
eleatrode(8) &king a circular contact with the sheet surface. 
This eliminated: error-s occprring on -welds with elementary 
nugget formation when chance alode determined-whether only 
one, or two, of fhe current erectrodes in the three-elbctrode 
assembly lag,.oker the;,bonde&'portion.of the- .yel$; ; i 

.- . ': .,'. '-- 
2. By selectming the diameter of the clr;-le -of currunt 

electrode contact slightly larger than the bonded area of the 
normal weld, optimum sensitivity to weld area was obtained, 
with minimum shunting of current through adjacent welds. 
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. - 
3. By applying a measured pressure (+I to the current 

818CtrOdes which were accurately alfned in the form of a 
.circl.e-.of spherfcal co,ntacts or a cylindrical contact, vari- 
ation, in depth of penetration of'the current electrodes fnto 
the.sheet,.and errors fn alinemetit, were'greatly reduced. 

.Advanta'ges of.the two-side direct-current test include: 
(a) its simplicity, (b) its great sensitivity to weld pres- 
ence (indications increase by a factor of 8O:l as the elec- 
trode,assembly is moved off a:weld to a paint halfway be- 
tween two welds 1 inch apart), (c) fts'effectiveness in . measuring the -area of contact regardless of type of bondfng 

'present (the extent of alclad bonding 5s very difficult to 
,measure by other methods): : 

disadvantages of the two-side direct-current 'tese in- 
clude: (a) ,its inabtlit'y. t'o measure w8l.d strength reliably, 
(b,) its inherent errors,, (.c) 'the fact that it requires %c- 
cess to both sfdes of the weld, (d) the large testing cur-. 1 
rents required, (8) the small energy available in the poten- 
tial circuit. ,+' .. 4 I . ._ _.- .. 

.2. One-side direct-current testb~,~:-In~t.hi-s test,. a di- 
rect ,current..'fs p%SS8d between two cusr‘ept'.el.ect,r,ode8.. (.I) 
both of which are in contact with the"s$lme outer sheet sur- 
face above the spot weld. The poteptisl. dr.~p..petwzen.twa 
pr,QbeEl (p) placed bn the Center linia Q? th8TCprrent elSC- 

. ; .:trOdes, also.-in.-contact with the same 'outer.'&rf.ace 84. the 
, .Sh8ef., f*s.measured by a potentiomgter or lo&r,es$.stance 

galvahometerl. (Sse"fig. 12.) In the weld.r,egion, some. of" 
the current tends to flow down below.,the faying plane through 
the bonded area, reducing the current density in the upper 
sheet above the weld. Thus the potential gradient is lower8d 
above a spot weld wfth a large area of bondin:g,,and..lewer po- 

. tential indications result. : : . I 
Precautions identical with those listed far the two-side 

test must be. observed with this method. 
f 

Inheront errors-identical with those lgsted for th8 two- 
side test exist with this test method. In addition, the one- 
8id6 test. is very much lees sensitive t0 the presence Of a 
weld, and to. its size, than the two-side test, Whereas the 
two-sid8.test indication changes by a factor of 8O:l as the 
test assembly is moved from a location l/2 inch from the weld 
to a point over the weld, the one-side test changes its indi- 
cation less than 20 percent wi<h a-eimilar movement of the 
assembly. Since only a small fraction of the total current 
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florsbelow the faying plane at the weld, the percentage 
ch&g;e in,indication between. smail-welds. and large welds is 

'le66~.th&ii~lO percent, under optimum test condition8 inbolv-' 
-i'n'g,only one wel-d in a l-inch wide shear test strip. (See 
fig. 13. for typical results of-t-e.sts made on 29 spot welds 
in 1-inch-wid.e,/one-spot, 

'inch .242-T .alcl.ad @ieeI; 
-lap-joint test strips Ibf 0.064- 

welds, 
In large2 sheets containing many 

the change in indication becomes exceedingly'small 
and pe,rg difficult to det,ect 
made welds'qhoved this 'change 

- eQerfments on industrially 
to be entirely masked-by the 

i'nv9P.s.e effect-qf t&e. indentation of the sheet by the Welder 
electrode. (See fig. 14.) The limits of sensitivity of. 
this method, determined by calculatiotis, and c.hecked bg.pd- 
teptial measurements in a large scale salt-water model of 
the' conductor in the weld region, are very low. In pr.act ice 
it is difficult to realiee even a fraction of the theoreti- 
cal limit- ofz6ensitivfty. -. --_-_ -- .- 1 r . ;- . 

Improvements in this. test method were - obtained bg'fal- 
lowing the listsd p.rFecautiop6-, and in additionthy modifying 
the electrode assembly-to for& a-tiheatstone bridge circuit 
with the weld under one le'g of the bridge.‘ '(See fig.' 15':) 
The direot current passes. through the'sheet from 'electrode 
11 tq.electrq,de Is...- T-he -weld, if adequately bonded, 
lowers the resistance. of -one l.eg of :t,he'c.bfidge.:- -A potential 
appear6 between:-P,, $nd '.Ps, due only: to the' effecf,..of the 
weld, in ~q'b~l~~=qei~@ t'k;& c-<r-gk.tit a'is'ir.fbu%.ion. A far gr'e$t'er 
percentegg c,hanga, izi yiG&%ati:&C-$ith -&hangd-.ih &ld 6'ise .is 
obtained than with the ;I;Il;odifie:6-~~~e'=~~ds *<est. -- WC6 -test 
also discriminated weld-s&with l.arge- bonded area from welds . 

.w-itb ,sma.lL-b&&d '&a& :iq zsi~n~l&~~s~6t-weld .l-inch test 
.str3g.8,- but &ffe,r e d great. +q-~~e-_~ of -6en6i tiT$<y .W&'Gn applfed. 
to,large .eheets with many-welds. -‘.--.I . -. . 

t 

” 

; . The advantage -of t-h.; Tqneyzside %6t -lies in .the- fact‘ 
..that;aceass is required TV .only ons,.s&de-of t& $elde.d struo- 

. ' fu;e : 'Although 90 to-~~percent-ofL~~~r-:B~of~welds in dir-: ----- -_- ..____ __- 
craft structures are accessibis-Prorn.~o~-h~sibe.s.~~ &dms- 
point in the fabrication process, this would enabLe the teat- 
fng of welds even o~~-c&~~s.e& structures, 

. ‘P‘he d$s-&&;nt;=eg ‘;rf=$* :oni-s’gge t &qi* -in $-t s ffiher- 
.eat errozs..and,in 54,s ver,$ low- sensitivity.-. Only small de- 

* .f$e5t.mio_qs_Ycan be obtained -. --- ._-_.-- -L_.l ev~~_w~th-~-qng-per.iod, high-se-n- 
6iffivity galvanometers..+ fZe. potential circuit. Test indi- . 
catl&tis‘-&fr& .&fife‘c5,Gd as much by sheet indentation as by the 
pxesence. of weld bonding,. Io practical-r,eli+ble form of this 
test has-been developed.&$, yet. 
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3. Lao-joint direct-current teat (5) .- In this test a 
direct current is passed through the weld between two current 
electrodes, one of which is in contact with the top surface 
of the upper Sheet directly above the weld, while the other 
is in contact with the top surface af the lower sheet adja- 
cent to the weld. (See fig. 16.) The major part of the cur- 
rent thus passes normally through the faying surface of the 
weld under investigation. The potential probes are located 
at the centers of the cylindrical current electrode6, in one 
form of the test a866mbly. Variations in the area of bond- 
ing at the weld introduce variations in the potential drop 
near the faying surface which tend to introduce variations 
in the total drop betweenthe potential probes. Higher po- 
tential drops should occur with weak weld6 of small bonded 
area. _ 

Precautions to be observed in makin'g this test include 
those lieted for the two-side direct-current test, except 
that the current electrode in- contact with the lower sheet 
must be in a fixed position with respect to the weld, as 
close as pO86ibl0 to the weld. This electrode should con- 
tact only the lower sheet. . . 

Inherent errors,. similar to those listed for the two- 
Side direct-current teat, exist for this method. In addi- 
tion, much larger ekrdra, due to-extended path of current 
flow along the lower Sheet, result from variation6 in geom- 
etry of structure, edge effects, adjacent welds, and amount 
of overlap in the lap joint. 

The disadvantage of this test is its very low Eensitiv- 
ity. The maximum pOESi.ble variations in the total potential 
which could result *from varying the geometry of bonding at 
the faying surface of the weld are only 5 to 10 percent of 
the total potential drop, Thf.6 is .not.-a. sufficient degree 
Of EenEitiVity. Uncontrollable variations due to other fac- 
tors are of the same order of magnitude. In general the var- 
iations at the faying surface are comp$:etely.maek&d‘, and the 
teat is of no value. 

Figure 17 shows the 6ensftfvity f-the assembly to the 
presence of a weld, The assembly wae"moved lengfhwiae over 
the surface of the weld, and reading6 taken every l/16 inch. 
Comparison of this curve with figures 10 and 11 for the two- 
side teEt'6hOw6 Cleatily how much lees S0nEitiVe this aseembly 
is to the presence of.a weld. In the tWO-Side test the ratio 
of potential measurement halfway between welds to potential 
measurement directly over the weld is about 80 to 1; whereas 

. 

. 
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$a tdi; Gase thi ratle ir only about I.8 to 1, To determine 
the ability of the assembly to detect unfused %elds,l tests 
were ooa'ducted OA a group of velda in which 2 out of every 3 
were not fused. (The wel.de were purposely made this way.) 
The results are tabulated'onthfs.page in table I. The same 
welds were then aubdeoted to the two-side test and the re-‘ 
suits are,recotded alongside. It is to be noted that the 
readkags of the one-aide tert vary only a.small percentage 
(5 t'o 10 percent) between fused and unfused'velds (the fused : 
welds..were normal,.etrength)1. irPherea8 the two-side test gives 
r.oughlp a’lO,OOO percent variation betvsen these two types 
of W%ldi It may be reasonably c'onaludsd that the lap-joint 
test wili not even detest wi.th certafntg a completely unfused 
weld. -In view of this direct evidencei it was deoided uee- 
leas to conduct tests on welds where the strength variatfons. 
were smaller. On the basfa of the above facts, it.seems. cer- 
tain that this particular ong-side test is not useful. 
Since, wfth this apparatus, the weld was isolated ae corn:,' 
pletely as is.poesible, other ,typee of assemblies with more 
remote electrodes would certainly not be useful, - _. _i- 

. _ - _ ._ . 
-- TABLE I 

Electrical. llectrical 
Weld indication* ..Puli _ _ indiqat.ion* - _. 

One-side test l?wo-side test strength - f '. 
1 12.0 L -9.2 '- :. 0 

. . . 
2. 7.0 14.0 - 

:- 
_. : 0 ,._ ._ . -.. 

3 6.4 *. -.087. 725 _-: ..- -- -- 
- ~ :4 6.8 ;-iow5 ; ,L'. '" 

. . . 
_.-.. 

. 
,-SF g'. I- 

,- . .- 5 6.4 -1215 --d : ;* ._ '0 -.: 
- I .. . . . *. *; 

'- 6 6.4 .070 ;. $Ji&--’ 
: - -. -- 

7 6,6 * - '7,.6 _-__. 
-- 

'. . 0 . . 

- 
: 

-8, .- -0.8 T '. ICI.8 .*' 0 

; ....7.3”~ ,- ;.071 I,.- 806 
- 

*Indication in p ampe.res per ampere 
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4. One-electrocle direct-current test W .- In this test, 
current passe8 into the weld region from one electrode (fre- 
quently a ring contact}, and is collected from the spot- 
welded structure at remote paints'.. Two potential probes (P) 
are radfally desplaced within the current electrode (I). 
(See fig. 18.) Over the center of a uniform Bhaet, very 
little potential difference'appe%FS acro66 the potential 
probe6 when current fiows away-fr6m the current electrode 
symmetrically throug'h. the sheet. If current flow6 into the 
lower sheet of a joint through a weld under the electrode 
assembly, a -larger difference of potential ap-pear6 between 
the radially displaced potential probes. The potential di6- 
tributfon fn the weld region is .similar to that obtained 
with heat flow from a source in contact with the sheet aur- 
face. Development of this type of test ha6 been postponed, 
since the variability of the return current path makes thie 
teet less reliable than Bven the lap-joint. direct-current 
test. 

l 
5. Alternating-current conduction testa .- Each of the 

types of te6t deecribed for direct current might conceivably 
be ueed with alternating current, provfded inductive pickup 
could be eliminated from the potentfal probe6 and leade, and 
a suitable detector for 5 to 50 microvolt6 alternating current 
supplied. Alternating-current galvanometers are too insenei- 
tiV0 for ~88 a6 potential gndicatora; ad vacuum tube ampliffr 
ers with stable Calibrations are usually indicated. A direct- 
Current galvanometer used with a suitable copper-oxide recti- 
fier of very low resistance can also be applied, 'for larger 
pOt0ntial drops. 

In addition to the precautions listed for direct-current 
tests, especial care must be Used to avoid inductive pickup 
in the potential probes and leads. The resietance drop of 
potential aCr068 the weld ia 60 small that. the inductive pick- 
up in unshielded potential lead6 would be'several hundred 
times larger: Even though this-induced voltage were 99 per- 
cent canceled by a reverse inductive voltage purposely intro- 
duced in the'patential circuit, a large error in indication 
would remain. This-difficulty nullifte6 other apparent ad- 
vantages in the u6e of alternating current. 

Inherent errora identical with those listed for corre- 
sponding direcLCurr;nt tests, exist with alternating-currept 
conduction tests. * 

Advantages of alternating current over-direct current in 
conduction tests lie fn the sfmplicity of high-current power- 
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Supply transformer6 and the possibility of instantaneous 
indiqatifnf i 3 rs I',. , -% * *., . ; *' : - -<2 ..-.. '- - 

pickup and lack of ssn- 
$otiential indicators have been 

-..- -. .;. -- 1:; -- , 
- - .--. .;i' :- . 

.- 
: 

-.I -l * . .7 ,I :.+.u, 

.a F'... '; :-: . L.C.-EddG-Current-'ffnductfon) Test6 .:J *. . . .I _ -82 
Several types of eddy-c&rent tests have been proposed. 

,,.-qn.these tests, 
.' "<n '%h 0 

alternating magnetic fields are established 
r -@gfon of the weld, resulting in.a flow of alternatfng 

elg&tric..current through closed paths within the welded 
sheet S. Since the resistivity dffferences of the varloua re- . gions of sound welds are too small to serve effectfvelg for 

- discr-imination of weld quality, eddy-current tests, like con- 
. -duetion tests, tiust measure the area of bonding at the.faying 

plane-to predict,weld strength. 'Phls can be achieved only by 
a flow df curr'ent-ndrtia'L to the faypng surface at the bond. .a 

In thin conducting sheet6 it is very difficult to.e.stab- 
lish a significant component of current flow norma1.to the 
sheet surface. A variety 'of induction assemblies have be-en 
tried, even using massfve blocks of good conductor to for,be 
the magnetic field down into the sheet, with no success.%hat- 
ever in establishing a signiffcant amount of current flow‘ 
normal to the faying surface at the bond. Detection devfces 
producing eddy currents flowing predomfnantly' in planes par- 
allel to the 6hest surfabss have riot been able to differen- 
tiate between good and bad spot welds. (See fig. 19.) 

Eddy-current teetI,'deviCes' r'espdnd sensitively to sheet- 
surface geometry, weld '.&a‘&fng, and-porosity. (See’ Yef'er- 
0nce 11.) l'4a+ are.a.m&icable in detecting these conditions 
which may c.orrelate witi; the' fatigue strength of the-weld, 
but whi+.do not measurs static. shear strength. No eddy-cur- 
rent de.vice proposed is known to measure static shear 
strength effectfvely. -. :'.. ._, I . . -* 2 a . . . . _ -:. __ :. -'.' _ i; 

Advantages of eddy-current'tggt metho'de are: (1) ACCes6 
is required to only one side orthe'&ef-ded'shq'et; (2).Ho 
electrical .contact-with the sheet surfaze is r&qtiira&; (3) 
Instantade&a fndicatioss.iare possible; "(4) Depth gehrSit%P; 
ity may be adjusted by choi~e'~f-frequency,. - : - : 

. -.._ -- - . . . -. .C 
Dieadvantahes of.eddy,cur&nt tes$'method&'are: -(l) -' 

Difficulty fs,encounte'red in establishing-current flow ngr- 
ma1 to the bonded area at the faying surface; (2) Erobe 
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1. Tranbformsr-ioadina induation test(d) .- The simpl'sst 
" 'sti-dy-current '3nduction-tebt.unIt conaiete of a coil carrying 
--altern'ating Cyrrsnt'placsd above 'th.e conducting sheet 80 as 

to.:p.r.oduce 'eddy currents which act as a secondary transformer 
,._.. Load :sn the coil. Ueing.corss of powdered iron in-wax mold- 
.: ., 0-6 ,Laboitt small coi'l 8, the Inva'itigator;s havs obtained a high- 

s 1y selis:iti,vs system of measuring 8hSSt thickness, surface 
* fndsntation, and rssis't.ancs to the flow of eddy currents flow- 

'ing in plsnesgarsllsl to the' 8hSSt -surface. .NT~ ,pickup ~~~0.11s or 
amplifiers are used; instead the coil and a suitable condenser 11 

are made partS of a ssr'fss rssona&t.arm .of an altsrnating- 
current bridge, the flow of sddy "current.8 in the. sheet being 
rrefJ.sated in the'coil by increased primary coil curr.snt. 

I (See fig. 20.) Th s change in induotancs due to the secondary 
currents dstunss ths resonant circuit, and for a coil Q* as 
low a8 20, a 300-percent change ia voltage across the con- 
dense? occure’whsn the unit is.liftSd from the surface of the 
condubfing"&hsst; %*--A B+src&rif,'c$hange in the*;:tBfckpess of .an 
0.080-inch sheet can be readily detected, without the brfdge 
circuit, by measuring changes in voltage across the condenesr 
with a vacuum tube voltmeter (l-percent changes are obssrva- 
ble'with .ths bridge cilrcuit asesmbly):..' . 8' . 

The location of the eddy-Ourrsnt,path ip the conducting 
6hset can be controlled by the use of.a concentric pole 
aessmbly which can be easily formed to any desired shape ue- 
ing the p'owdsr&i,ron in wax. A few of the more ueeful con- 
figurations are ahown in figure 21. The dep.th of penetration 
of ths eddy ourrents may be decreased By increasing the ap- 
plied.?requsncy. A qulzk check' on eddy-current penetration 
may be obtalned by bringing a mas,sive. block of conductor into 
contact with the shest- surface opposite the co.il, and .obsarv- 
ing the highest frequency at which it. affects the indication. 

assemblies pick up very little energy; (3) Bracks, porosity, 
and sheet indentation tend to affect indications far more I 
'than dosEi the area of bonding st the faying plans; (4:) Edge 
sffeots and 'adjacent welds affsatqindications; and (5) Even 
if eddy-current flow could be satabliehsd normal to the fay- 
ing plane at the weld bond, no discrimination between cast 
alloy bonding atid 'alclad bond3ng*(w&th only half the strength 
of the former) could be ?>t+fnsd.. __ . ..' . 

*Q is the ratio .of stored ener y to dis8ipate.d energy 
in the coil, and is given by Q ='WL B, 7 where W = 23~ 
times the frsqusncy, 2 is the inductance, and R i's the 
effsotive resistance of the coil. 

. 
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No arrangement- of pol,e p_isceq-has. yet. been dev$se:& t.o 
. -7.. +orcet. si'5.able corn&orients 'o,f tj~@. ,sd:dy: c&rent;, ttp flow, n.or- 

mal- to &he sheet stir;faCe at, the,,'w*eld.,; 2.69 fiow 0-f eddy:.cur- 
'.5%nts'.- in.: &all' &ircu$'ar '$gths in. the: plans oflths sheets. has 
piovsmd' trer-y isffkctive ih d,etsc.t;&g' x&J@, crqck%ng and porosity. 

L Such-*eld cr&c%%.ars ii-sually: r$$pl'cracks, normal to the, 
sheet.'bus?aca, k*$tendihg 'outward .fryo-m the ..cen.ter; of the. weld 

*.%%gge%','end~'sb X'ie 'dire~tly'ac'~os^s t&s path bf the circular 
currents. (Ses*ffgs. 6 and..20.) :Ths bndiaatjon measures the 
bb'er-Al.1: e%ent'~of'cr&zking 'and poros$ty?-wfthout'msasurkng 

-%he;_gsomstry of indfvidual prafkeFl-.- : ' f: .= . 
:.* I. . . r. ._ 'L -, :.i . . . : ._ . . '.._ * 7 ; 

This devide i:&'alio se~gitlvef.t6,ths~ air%gap between. 
.fhe..pols :pieCss':and ths' &eqt--$ur$ac.e, Thurg;ft responds to 

..indent&Bfon of the chest by"&hs :exectrodss of the weI-der, . 
-and 'actualfylhas &aplj-&ti'sd t'o 'd$sar$m$nat-s, bet&en good and 
bad w&ld& 'through 'the ~~ea-s~.~-.~~~an~,,of 'lthe -increased 5xidents- 

-%ion .whic'h ‘tend.s jf o 'ac-d'dmpanp ,;arge'r yeld nuggets. . 1 -. '.. .p z _- ,.j: ., -. c - t i 1 : _-' _. 

^ 

certain larger crack defects, or local changes in the resis- 

etrati,on of 
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including the coil or capacity in one leg of an alternating- 
'current bridge, the indicator may be. set to aero when the r 
coil is in position above normal sou.nd sh,eet material, and 

1. t vary fts indication only when the coil is over cracks and 
:' un'sound sheet material. By using concentrio poles, the eddy- 
.,"darrent path may be confined to. a narrow ring, eliminating 

ef'fe‘cto 'of adjacent ed,ges, holes, and welds not under teat. 
; -._ ,T 

. -y.y .,y 

.’ Advantapes of this test method.‘are:--(l) Access is re- 
quired to only one.side of the sheet; (2) Lo 8he8t prepara- 
t,ion or cleaninglis required, and no. electrical contact8 are 
made with the sheet; (3) Measurements may be made through 
paint or insulating c.oatings without.damage or puncture; (4) 
i?o @robes or low-energy indicating circuits are used - hence 
ab difficulties due to canfact resistance, thermal electro- 
mdtive forces, inductive pickup; high-gain amplifiers or 
sensitive meter.8 are encountered; (5) Uide flexibility, due 
to'choice of-frequency', geometry of pole assembly, and 8harpr 
ness of tuning, can be obtained in applications; (6) The eddy- - 
current pattern is ideal -fqr the detection of radiai cracks 
in' spot welds; and'(?) The device serves effectively as & 
thickness or alloy detec,tor for conducting sheets; >,. .:{ '. .- . ..Y t. - 

Dfsadvantages.of this method are: Cl): Qnhy".&&y current 8 
flowing in planes'$ar&llel to the sheet :surface“ aan-be estab- 
lish&d readily' 'so bonding at the faying surface *is'-'n'ot meas- 
ured .(thus apc+weld static shear strength cannot be meas- 
u’r’ka); (2),Pariati ons in the air-gap-between pole pieces and 
"sheet su'rface‘have a large e.ffect upon indicat'ions; (3) In- 
dentations and variations in sheet thickness affect indica- 
tions; (4) The exact geometry of cracks and porous defects 
'cannot be determined. 

2. TransformerLeading induction test modifi'ed for' lip 

,iointsc.- .A mWodification of the simple transformer-loading 
test makes possible the induCtion.of'eddy cuPrst'nts.tihich flow 

' normally through the uield bo.nd at the faying surface, if a 
return path can be provided. An ekxiting coil with concsn- 
tric cores is $eBigned to-fit over then-lap joint, as ahown in 

.figure 23. Frequency is adjusted so that eddy currents are 
-not induced in stgnificant amounts at a depth greater than 
IL sheet tjliC&itiSB. If the exciting coil is placed on the 
lap jofnt'betwien two spot welds, the eddy currents flowing 
beneath the turns of the exciting coil (between the inner and 
outer magaetic poles) tend'to follow a path through the upper 
sheet, 

7"'. w-_ 
down through_SnE"Gel&.to the lower sheet, aqd return 

through the second weld. Small bonded areas at the welds 
tend .to introduce resistance into the eddy-current path;, 
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while with n6 conducting bond at the welds, a very high re- 
sistance is introduced. These conditions are.reflected fn 
the resonant primary circuit and indicated by a vacuum tube 
.voltmeter. 

Inherent errors in this test method make it-practically 
worthless for spot-weld Inspections. These errors include 

.'(l) all.the f h n erent errors listed for the two-side direct- 
current test; (2) large errors due to edge effects, holes, 
rivets, and the irregular spacing between adjacent spot 

EweLds;'(3) an error due to variatfons fn overlap and in the 
distance of the weld from the lap edge of the sheet; (4) 

~.,.errers.rssultfng from effects of welds fn the return path 
(at.I.east two welds affect each indfcation), The location 
of the spot welds with respect to the lap joint has a greater 
effect upon indfcations than doe$ weld sise or quality. 

9-.. . -- .T .- I-.-- --- -. 1.: 
. . 3. Pickup-coil eddy-current tests d .- Ih these -tests. 

-_ Veddy-currerits'&re induced in the sheets under test by cur- 
rents in exciting coil.8, and varfatfons in the eddy-current 
pattern are detected by sensltfve pickup coils connected 

' -.through..high- ain amplifiers to suitable indioators. (See 
reference 12. f In many designs, the pickup coils measure 
only the departure. of the eddy-current pattern from the pat- 
tern'in a'uniform‘sheet. Several typical pickup units are 
shown in figure 24.: .- 

Pickup unit Ad- has an exciting coil and concentric poles 
similar to those described for the transformer induction tesf;, 
In addition, however, a sensitive magnetic pickup system-is 
symmetrically located within the center leg .of the core;' The 
two poles of the pfckup are slightly displaced from each' 
other. The pickup coil is shielded from-the magnetic field 
of the excit%gcoii.. 

_._- ..- _ -.. -. 
'With the normal circular flow-of eddy 

currents established in sound continuous-co-nducting sheet by 
the' exciting coii, -.- no magnetic f.lux v+rSati-ons occur in the 

- core of the pfckup coil. When the,e'oii is placed over a 
crack or discontinuity, however, the modif'ied eddy-cursehi 
pattern produces an alternating magnetic field through the 
pickup coil. (See fig. 25.1 

. Pickup unit Be was specifically designed in the Naval -L- _ I_ - 
R'ese'arch-Laboratory. for use fn-testing spbt welds, 'wfth the 
hope that a sisable component of eddy-current flow might be -._ 
established acsoss t&e-faying‘ surface into the lower sheet 
at the weld, produclng'an'unbalance current in the pickup. 
The frame ,on..which the coils are wound.%& made of transformer 
lamihatf&s.~~ The'rnag~e~ic'-Ei~~~‘of the ixci%ing ooiks is 
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addftiie.so'that.the outer pole faces are of opposite mag- 
,,netic polarity. An exciting frequency of. 1000 cycles was 
'used.' Ahalysih of eddy-current patterns shows that if the 
weld is cracked or porous, or if eddy currents do flow below 

. ; the.faying plane through the weld bond,a pfclcup due to un- .._ 
,JYalance-wiil result 2f the weld-is unsgmmetr$cally located 

~ith.respect.to the center pole oh which the pickup coil is 
l'bc'at&d. &anni.ng isrequir‘ed to obtain maximum informatfon 
D'on$eFnipg"a: weld. . . --- . 

,. Nbval BesearcP Laboratory test.s of this unit indicated: . 
:I 

,l.'This eddy-current m.ethod is not satisfactory for the 
,. ,~@ete~tio n of the quality of -fusion between the two welded 

sheet a. 

2. The effect of porosity or cracks on.the detector was 
such'as to overshadow all other effects.. This makes possi- 
ble the detection of cracks br porosity with little diffi- 
culty. .. ._ . . ., 

T.e.sts at the California' Instftute of Technology on sim- 
ilar units confirm these results. 

' * 
p'ickup unit Cf was designed at the Lockheed Afrcraft 

Corporati.on for use in teatfng spot welds. Large blocks of 
copper conductor were employed to force the magnetic ffeld 

' of the exciting-coils info the welded sheet; Des--p&t0 sever- 
al modifications, -the difficulty In esfablXsEing a sufficient 

"eddy-current flow normal to the faying plans at the v,gl.'d ,pre- 
vented successful measurement of the area of fusioti at ,t,he 
weld; * . ,--, .--: 

*.. . . . , *, 
In generali research has shown the pickup-coil'eddy-cur- 

rent tests to be subject to ths:l&nitations and inherent er- 
rors previously listed for eddy-current tests. .?Jb, successful 
method has bsen,:devised for measuring the bonded,arGa at the 
faying plane through the use of.eddy currohts. 1 I 

.: ..,;I-;.-;.. 
. , 

D. Thermal Test E;fethods 
_. . . _ . , . : . - 

':Thgrma%ttesf: metibs invoi&e t&e flow of heat'through 
the: weLd‘.'r8gion and;the m.easur,ement.~ of. resultant te@~eratures 
or ternge.ra.ture gyadients,. The-. pg98,bn.(:&.: of the .weld. nioldi,fies 

. the. heat, flow psft$rn-En: an-un.we;.ded!gheet: . . '- ,: * 
:: . .: . . . - 

1, ~eome~riCally;;sipgeLheat~te~ds to flow ‘normally 
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a&rosa the faying plane through the -weld to the opposite c 
-. *_ . 

sheet,and so possfbly measures weld-nugget diameter; and ',! -- .- -- i . . . _ _. A 
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h it s variable heat conductivity (if differ- 
oiices in &onductivfty do exist dn'various regfons of the 
weld) and the presence of cracks and porosity. Heat capac- 
ity of the region under test affects the transfent tempera- 

.**.ure response only. . . . ..c L _=* m_.-- - .- x- - c - " - _. - - 
Advantages.- Heat-flow method.5 are readily adaptable to 

one-side testing, as.well as to two-side testing. No return 
paths &a necessary. Eeat flow may measure'total weld diam- 
eter-at faying surface. . .:-.. 

'- --Disadvantanes.r-O-to heat-capacity effects, heat-flow 
methods cannot be instantaneous and usually are slow tests. 
Ambient temperature, surface thermal contact resistance, SiZ8 

of parts welded, original'temperature of work, presence of 
cracks, nature of heating and method of temperature measure- 
ment - all change resultant temperatures and tend to invali- 
date readings. Thermocouples to measure temperature have 
small energy output, give slow readings .and require sensitiva 
indicators. Although heat-flow indications respond to weld 
crackJ.ng and porosity, they do not differentlate sufffoiently 
between the cast-alloy nugget and the parent metal to measure 
nugget geometry. Also, heat-flow tests fail to differentiate 
between cast-alloy bonding and alclad bonding at the faying 
surface! SO the static shear strength of welds is not accu- 
rately measured. 

1. Heat-reservoir thermal testg,- A copper heat reser- 
VOir (similar to a massive Soldering iron) with two Contact 

-lugs carrying.imbedded thermocouples (fig. 26) is heated to 
a temperature considerably above that of the-weld to be tes- 
ted. One lug is placed in contact with the sheet surface 
above the weld, and heat flows into the welp re.gi.on .by con- 
duction. If a weld fs present, heat flows through the bonded 
area of the faying plane to the lower sheet, and the totial 
rate of heat flow from the reservoir.is*.greater than wh.en the 
weld is absent, for in the latter case only the upper sheet 
conducts heat away from tha reserqoir, -The drop in tempera- 
ture recorded by the,thermocouple im-bedded in the lug in con- 
tact with the sheet'fs a measure of the rate of heat flow 
from the re'servoir to the sheet: The thermocouple fmbedded 
in the s.econd lug through which no heat flows measures the 
temperature of the reservoir, A sensitive galvanometer is 
employed to measure the different&al*output of the. thermo- 
couples. 

. . . .- . _ 
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Pr8caufions to be obeerved in making thia test are: 

1. The heat-source lug must be accurately located above 
the weld, and must make contact 'with the same sheet area on . each weld tested. (Variation in the shape of the electrode 
'indentation makes this very difficult in practice.) 

. 2. The sheets to be tested should not v'ary widely in 
temperature and should preferably be at ambient temperature. 

. 3. The ambient, air must be still - a slight draft 
. changes indications far more than the presence of a weld, 
. . 

Inherent errors in this test mothoc, identical with 
those li,sted for the two-side direct-current test, exist. . : 

, :. 1. In addition, a.very large error result8 from..Qbria- 
. tfons in the,'thermai contact resistance at the sheet surface 
:' where heat is being introducgd, due both to changes in con- 

tact ..area and to surface films of variable nature.' ,. 

2. Changes-in ambient temperature or.air velocity,. and 
i,n material temperature, affect indicatians greatly!, _ 

3. Progres.siv'e heating .of the work as succeaslve welds 
are tested changes..indications, even.on identical W+d8‘. 

. . 
4. The presence: of a,djacent welds; rivets,, Bdgee., ma8888 

of metal, holes i4 the sheet, Hspitn or expuleion of metal 
from the weld region - all result in erroneou8 indications. 

- :.i,.::'. .I 
Improvements on. this;,test method wer4 obtained by fol- 

lowing the listed precaut;.ona, by insulating the heatireser- 
Qoir and lugs from the ambie.nt air, by cleaning the shee.ts 
and lugs and removing oxid.a before each test,sbg holding the 
unit on the sQeet surface under 
period of time, 

controlled .'pre_ssure ..a ifixed. 
and by working in- a *small closed roum with 

work at room temperature. 
between weld mea'&rements, 

This latter .it6m'-re-quired a-‘delay 
the time beingz'used for' cooli:ng 

and cleaning 'the sheet over,the next weld with ace'tone. 
..: : . . 
Advantages of the heat-r.eserQ,dir .theTmal test ar '; 

(a) Access ia required to- only one @id8 of the work; t b) The 
heaZe5~and~tempdratu&e indicator may be in a sing1e.uni.t re- 
quiring only one'application; 
ta welds resu'lts.. ..: 

,and (c) No marking,of or damage 
..-! -:. ;:.. .:= ,', :...' . i 

.i ., 'rt. . 'I..' . .*- . . .,... .., 
,., . ..;Disadvantaqes of this teat include: (a) its fiihstisA6 
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errors, (b) its sensitivity to ambient-air conditions, (c) 
l I :' the difficulty cf obtain&g uniform ther.raal contact with the 

sheet surface* and (d) its ihability to indic-ate weld static 
. I -shear strength,' 

. . 
2. J&uction heatfng t'e.st B(-i) .- In these tests heat is 

. supplied rapidly to a small area of tho alclad sheet directly 
ab0Q.s the weld, at a measured,.rat'e or in fixed amount, by 

.modified industrial iqduction surface.hardening equipment. 
' The frequency 1.8 chosen sufficiently'high to limit the pene- 

tration of.the heatLproducing eddy currents to a t.hfn layer 
:at the sheet .surface. Thus thermal,contact resistances be- 
tween-heat source and sheet are eliminated as variables, and 
the rate and amount of heat production are controlled, When 
a large area df weld bonding is present,a large. fraction of 
the generated heat flows normally across the faying plane 
into the lower sheet. ,With no weld bonding, all the heat 
must flow away in the upper sheet: (See fig. 27.) Thus the 
heat flow is -sensitive to ths area of bonding. . . . .- 

, POr'One-side testing; the temperature indicator must lie 
under the induction heater'on the same surface of the. work - 
-hence must not be affected by the high-frequency'field. Only 
a carefully-shielded thermocouple would b'e suitable. However, 

-by closing the thermodouple circuit to it.& indicating galva- 
nometer only after the high-frequency field i:s Lurned off, 
the cooling transient of the sheet surface may be recorded, 
provided the, galvanometer responds with suffici'ent r'apidify. 
Some succes8 has been attained by t'he use of a thin layer of 
wax* or thermoplas'tfc in the. sheet surface, by .o.bserving the 
diameter sf ,ths- 'scXtbtied,he*lted krea which ke'Sirl;ts when the 
controlled quantity of heat is generated above the weld. 

r+*-.( For’ two-side- t&s6fn@,,"the i>dicat'ok: is"piaced on the 
Bide. of Lthe 'work oppo+i%e tge w6id 'where it "Is not affectid 
by the high-.frB;luency-'field; In this, case, the heat which 
reaches the temperature indicator.must flow through the weld 
at the faying plane. The entrre heatipg,and,coplin~,transient 

.for the'controlled heat generation cycle can' %.a observed -I 
with great sensitivity to the s,ise of the bonded area,. Both 
thermocoupl& and wa&film indicaibrs have'proved to be effec- 
tivo. . . 

. . 

c *Suit'able'calibrated wax~ternpera"-~r:e:.~nddcators are com- 
mercially 'available from'the ~~shec,;Sp_il~nti~ic'Oc,, . 
Pittsburgh,' Penna., in-'the for'm 'of'Tompilstiks and Tempil 
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The most convenient,form of thermocouple fndfcator devel- 
oped for this purpose consists of a low-thermal-capacity ther- . 
mocouple supported against the sheet surface by a small rubber 
suction cup, The inner surface of the cup is coated with a 
heat-reflecting surfaoe thermally insulated from the rubber, 

.and. the suction cup ejcludes the ,ambient air - hence despite 
sheet-surface condition, the.thermocouple follows the sheet 

'temperaturp c$osely. The second junction is similarly at- 
taohad.t.Q.$@%.sbg%t at; a remote point, 60 that only tempera- 

i.:tuye.dOZfep,enc~s.due to the heatfng of the weld region are 
meas$red;' .Both junctions are quickly an& easily attached to 

.any,:point,of the sheet eurface by means of the suction cups* 
and.may be -pulled off and moved at will. 

The laboratory wax-film indicator consiste of a thin 
layer of parawax or thermoplastic material placed on the sheet 
surface. When cool and hard, a dry, colored powder or dye is 
sprinkled over the wax. When heat geperated in the opposite 
sheet at the weld .fIiiws‘thrb~gl fihe weld in. sufficient quan- w 

. 'tity, the wax above the bonded area melte, and in this region 
the powder become6 lmbedded. A complete joint may be tested 
at one time; and a permanent record obtained by subsequently L 
placing a strip of Scotch tape.over the line of welds. The 
tape picks up the powder over all areas except where the wax 
has melted and fmbedded .t.he powder. Bor practical use 
nTemplestik66 may-be used as. temperature indicatore. Large 
welds, small welds, and no bond whatever are readily dfscrim- 
inated from one another by the extent of melting of the wax. 

Precaution6 to be observed in using the induction test 
are: 

1. The induction heating unit must be 'accurately located 
above the weld. The temperature indicator must be equally 
ackrately located, as the temperature gradient in the plane 
of the sheet is quite large. 

2. The rate and amouat.of.heat generation muet be pre- 
cisely controlled by synchronous or electronic timing units, 
if bonded area is to be determined accurately from tempera- 
ture indicatloqs. 

3..Ambient air should be quiescent.' No condensed moie- 
ture should be present on the structure.. 'A11 garte of the 
joint should be approximately at room temperature. 

. 

Inherent errors in thie test method are sfmilar to those 
listed for the heat-reservoir test, save that errors due to 

I contaot resistance are eliminated. 
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Advantages of th:e':in?Iuction- h‘e'ating method:are: (a) The 
test may be made with access to either one or both surfaces 
of the ddrk; f'b~~The&e'thod &. easureS t.otal,:banded area relia- 
bly, and permanent ragol-‘ds can .be .easily~produced; and cc) 
Contact t.hermal re$:i stances' 4r~,e~liminated.~.as variables. 

I .: 1 : . . . . '- . . 
Disadvanta,ses atie: 

oads) are required;. 
(:I .'$inLte heating times i'a few se;- 

(b) Careful posiffoning and control of 
ambieht eonditions.is necessary; cc) Spot-w&d shear.strength 
is :ndt me’asured reliably; and (dIdAdjacent velds, edges, 
holes 

: .' a'ad'masses of metal introduce large.,errore. 

3:Badiant heating testS(O):-' In these thermal tests, 
heat'is sup@lied to the surface-of the weTtded sheet..by.radia- 
tion,' ai from-a conceatrated'heat.lamp and focusing system, . 
The sheet surface must be cleaned, or painted to obfain,uni- . 
form heat abso@tion over the test area, Thermocouples may 
be used on the one=sfde test if shielded from direct radia- 
tion, without internal .heating. effects present,with-induction 
heati'ng inethods. The method is sXow and is Subject to the 
previously li'sted error6 of thermal tests. Temperatur.8 indi- 
cations are obtai'ned as in the induction heating test, when . 
the'indicator is on the obrosite side of the weld from the -- 
radiant heat source. .i' . . _ 

4. CoIltact-'d+op- heating ,test'C). .- One condition ha's been 
four&in which electric curren% ,flo'wing from pointed elec- 
trodes fnto alclkd sheet prohuties,a contact drop of aotential 
approximately constant at about 0.2 volt for currents from: 
20 to 90,'amperes dir‘eet ourr'ent; releasl'ng consi‘derable .heat 
at the point of cofif'act. 5his is equivalent to a point source 
of, heat, and the rate of tempe,rature rise peE watt of energy 
in$ut w:ould: be 'affect08 by'we'ld pr'esence.' Thfs method is es- 
p..eciaIJy 6uLtable f,or us.8 wit,h-wax-temperature indicators,. 
either in one-or :tWO-6id0 test., although thermocouples may be 
used. ,.: . -- . 

--: _ 
5, D$fferentiaf heat.fng tests'&'.T--'In methadS 2, '3, and 

4, .effeqts of.wel'd"pres+nce could be increased, and the ef- 
feeti of.variable ambient conditions reduced by the heating 
df tiio areas; one over“the weld and one not over the weld, 
under identical condftfons, and measuring the-differential 
temperature.of the.-two regions.by a thermocouple 8yste.m. Be- 
cause of the,--duplication of.heatf.ng equipmentrequired, this 
modiffcat5on .has.not :been investigated bn.thiS.re%eti~@- 1. -. 

. . ,..*, .'* ,. : * 



E. Sonic and Vibration Tests 

Sonic and vibration tests are usually ,of three basic 
forms: measurements of vibration damping; measurements of 
wave. reflections; 
osoil~ations. 

measurements of the natural frequenciee of 
Each type has been PrOpOSed for the nandeatruc- 

tive -testing of &pot w&W fn aluminum alloy she6ts. 

Sonic and vibration tests, by their very nature, are 
more easily applied to pieoee of fiXed.Sfss and shape, to da- 
te.c’t material properties and defects, than to structures of 
irregular a.nd variable shape. spothw0la0a structures offer a 
less promising field of application because of their complex 
shapes; which affect test indications considerably. Hence 
care must be taken to avoid the development of test procedures 
whioh cannot be reduced to practical 'fo,rms applicable to spot 
welds, * 

1. Vibration damning tests.-. One form of vibration or 
damping. test proposed for spot-weld testing employsa driver 
to establish oscillations of adjustable frequency in. the tield 
region and a detector tb measure the resultant'ampli.tude.. 
B‘or sonic and lower frequencies, a C0upha electromagnetic.- 
mechanical transducer (similar to the drfving units-of: loua 
speakers) is employed as driver, while for eupersonic, 
magneto-strictzon or quarts crystals ar.e used.* Power is 
supplied from variable frequency osciUakers to the,se driving 
units, Detectors for measuring the resu.ltaat vibration am- 
plitude usually uonaist'of a pieeo-electric pickup or,other 
microphonia,device, connected through suitable vacuum’tube 
amplifiers -to indicating' instruments. (,&he fi-g. 28 ;I :' . i .s 

The da&ihg.oan--be. det-erminea for a system of 'any shape, 
provided it b& vibrat 9,. In one method of measurement, con- 
,stant energy is supplied the ari,v.er. a.$ ,varying frequency, to 
obt&a in,..the d,etector a resonance curve'(fig. ,291 showing 
the amplit;de’of.P)biatFon as frequency is varied through one 
of the natural frdquenpies of'the eys$am. Theory i'ndlcates 
that the mechanical, dampIng of,resonanoe cupkei 9an be read- 
ily determined from .thei$ breadth; .I? bf represents the 
breadth of the k”esonancF: &ua?ve'at half the maximum amplitude, 
t,&en -the damping S .’ is gf?en by 

*Magneto-strictiod generators are useful from about 
8,000 t0 50,000 CyOleb, liind quarts Wgstal generators are 
useful at higher frequencies. 

. 
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,where the resonant frequency fres and.:the frequehcy differ- 

ence of the half amplitude points, 
cycles or vibrations per second. 

A+ are,measur.ed in 
. - 

A second method of.measuring damping requires that'os- 
cillations be established, then be allowed to die out by dis- 
connecting the driver., If the amplifude:of successi.ve vibra- 
tions are observed by the use of a cathode ray osoillograph 
or.equivalent, the damping may be determihed.as 

; . 
6 I.ln, - 8, 

.: : . . .; 
1 . 

a n+l *. . . - . . . . ., 
where An and An+a are two consecutive amplitudes of=ths 
free vibration. Where the fre'quency is too high or too small 
to make possible this .measurement, the damping may be deter- 
mined from the time required for the amplitude' of' the re'sor 
nant oscillation to fall to onehalf its original value, by 
the relation /., 

. I 1 .- -- ---m ---__- ----L. % ; 0.693. . _ .._ . . L 

. . 
t* f,,,. -' -.I - .;- . . 

. . . . -. . 
-This~time f& -'or. evenlthe product 't$ ‘&-e&t may be deter- 

mined direct1y.b~ the use.of electron tube indicators, even 
with very high frequency oscillations. (See reference 13.) 

In bars of -fixed geometry, faults of ang kind in the ma- 
c. . terial combine to-raise fhe.d&mping, so that cavities, cracks, 

atid-p%ro%ity are-easily determined. In spo$_welda, large 
.differences of-'geometry may exist;: _- -. . 

'Y cracks or- porosity; 
in addition to possible 

&d cast and. wrought alloy, as well,as 
pure aluminum cladding, are present 8imultaneously. The soft 

. . ; nugget materi-al +nd.,s to increase damping, and a change in .- 
nugget volume could not be diffe.ri3ntiated'in tests: from the v'1.1.- -._., i _. 

. . .:i"troduction of oracking,'--; ijre~~~minlary-fres~s-showed damping -_ .indicatiotis..t.o'hepend upon'lt:oo,many-weld properties to 'serve 
as'a rol.iabJ.8, itidihator of.spot.-weld properties. Fur-ther de- 

. . -velopine~~-~-th~.'metho'd was..pastpohed while simple& tssb 
P -'method-s-*we%e .sx$loitcd. '::" _ . : s . . _ : : - < 

y-:(q - ': . .-2.‘Wav&r*Pl'ect'ion tes 'l-r It-,has-ieen propb';;'&' that 
the area 'of bonding of 'spot!.we.lds:~.might be: mea&e-d ;bkT.Q 
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. . . . 
supersonic WBV88, which'koeld :Peflec% from the faging eurfacs 
of unbended regions, but, would pass through the flying sur- 
face at the weld bond. For one-aide teat methods, the pree- 

I 'edce of bondlng:might be detected*through-.(a) the frequency 
at which standing waves (half-wave resonance) could be estab- 
lished between the;&scillator and reiiecting surface,.or (b) 

' the time required for a v&de~t'Paib to pas6 from the selider to 
the reflecting,.sprface and return. . .f .' (S*e3lgQO.) 

: 
A fine develoI&nt of’s~ipersoni~“testing’. equipment has 

been carried ptit.by,.Profe66or F; A,'$ir%stone of the. 
University of Mich$g+n. Bia equifiihent produhes three wave 
types - longitudinal, shear, and surface - and prOVide6 suit- 
able detection and recording equipment. Using his SUp%rsOniC 
Reflect oscope, Professor Firestoae h&s distinguished a spat 
which is welded from one which'xs not bonded as follow6 
(quoted from a letter from'Professor Firestone). 

"A wave trainof'longitu'dfnal wave6 is sent in at the 
upper face of the weld. The ireld &esembly is so thin that 
the first reflection Prom the,oth%r side of it cannot be dia- 
tinguish%d,but the waves reverbsrate'back and forth through 

,the thickness of the weld assembly~vhile the total dietance 
of their travel back and forth may be several inches. Their 
successive impingement on the.crystal generates a voltage 
which can be observed on the'$eflectosoope screen eeveral 
inches after the sending. cut $f the wave train. If, now, 
one holds his oily finger against the bottom face of the 
weld, th%6% successive reflect,iops.will.be damped out, there- 
by pr,cvigg that. $he waves are A%;&*+ passing’through to the 
bottom face and that thejfe:is, the.refore, a weld. 

. '..'. . : A "If there is no weld, .g..si:m,ilar series of successive 
r'efl'ections is observed, b$t.upcn‘touching*th% oily finger - . . a, L. 

'- " '-t,o:the bottom face,. of tae~eela'I~Pere_!..~.n,o. Change in the, ap- 
:,$%aranc% of the’ reflectb&a:m, t.h,'er.ebg- proving-that the waves 
;$re not entering the lower'.'$late, Thus far, 

-. ,:,,: not quantitative, <. ~ . but &rely all- or nohe. 
the methop-,>a 

. . -,’ -d .,. - .I- ~ 

duction in wave length. 

. 
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F -Would be particularly feasible on the heavier gages*where the 
weld is cqmparativelg -large. -. .. .5-T_. - -I- ..- -.. :-- --+LL 

_ :-- -1s r-p =c cm 
_ .; .I . . , .-.._, ey7it --- --.': A -11,=-IT --: i. ': . ._ r- m-- .- -. 

'. . ".One can Gag%-ne sendlng comparatfvely powerful contlnu- 
ous waves through the weld and have-the back side coated with 
something like parafff'n which-would be melted in those areas 
whe.r.e the wave'ene.rgg was being received and would thereby 
&t.line the. welded area;* . . 

. . - . . . __ 
-"We-have used-longftudinal or shear waves for the accu- 

rate measurement of the thickness of a sheet when one side 
is inaccessfble,uaing the general method of establishing a 
half-wave resonance through the thickne.55 of the plate and 
then determfning<the frequency. This method might be applied 
to weld testing since, if there is no weld under the area 
being tested, the thickness thus indicated would be approxi- 
mately-that, of one sheet, while*if the weld exists the thick- 
ness Ls.approximately that of two sheets.. A - - -. 

"We can-also-produce surface iaves which run over the 
,--surface of a me.tal part in much the same way that water waves 

travel. Surface waves could be sent along the lower face of 
the upper plate andreflection obtained from the closest point 
in the weld, even though that might be fn the cladding.5 

. . - . -. - . _ . . . .- 
Present indfcationa are that detection of the area of 

bonding of a spot weId &t the faying surface mfght thus be 
'feasible by supersonic testing, but the ability of supersonic 
tests to discriminate between cast-alloy bonding and alclad 
bonding has not yet been demonstrated.- Likewise, there would , 
probably be gome dffficulty in detecting weld nugget geometry 
by wave-reflection methods. Hence, for the inspection.of 
spot welds, supersonic-reflection test indications seem to be 
limited to measurement5 of the total bonded area at the fay- 
ing surface.. The twoYsdde electrical test makes this measure- 
ment with simple testing equipment, and efnce this measurement 
alone -is not a reliable indication of spot-weld strength, no 
-elaborate development of supersonic test equipment has been 
included in thfs re.search program. - . . 

. . 

. 3. @anget oscillatfon tests.- Assuming an ideal homoge- 
neous weld nugget of flattened spherofdal shape, enclosed 
w/thin a homogenous mass_ of harde.r, t.e.rnp_9re.d. parent .metal 
with physical properties different from those of the weld 
nugget, the frequency of natural oscillation5 of the weld 
nugget may be calculated. It has-been propo.sed to excite. 

- such.nugget oscPllat$ons bp2meati5-o.f a'quart-5 crystal.coupIed 
to the sheet surface, as by anJoil drop, ad’-kft8P a fixed 
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('lto use, t.he.Fsame crvstal as'ra detector 
.'.observe the damping of'the free oscillation; 

to 
Correiations 

between natural frequency and nugget size, and between damp- 
ing and ductil_ity, cracking, -and porosity havebeen predicted. 

_. 
? .Thi's :teit :has not seer&d. L5uff~'cientQ.y -feasible to*.&sti- 

fy .devslopment,..,.-W,e'3.d:lguggets are -rof very irregular 'shape 
and haye inte.rnal 'in.ho.mogenei.ti.es and defect;. Weld nugget- 
volume doe8 not measure weld strength~precisely. The differ- 
ence between nugget and par+ent.metirl properties is not suf- 

'! ficient-to provide ,an e'ffective discontinuity to the-flow of 
' Vibration energy. ..The!natural frequency o'f nugget. os'cilla- 

tions would be extremely high. Effects of adjacen$.material 
and sheet geometry,might.affect t+st.indicati.ons excessively. 
Simpler test plethods of,fe*~more promises -: 

, -. 
4, Ultra-sonic wav&s,attern.te .- This test differ8 

from those preyiously out1ined.i.n tha method of application 
of-the energy source an4 in the method of pickup. A moder- 
ately high ultrasonic frequency has.bedn used Cabout l,OOO,OOO 
vibrations per second) :to obtain-high.resolving,.powe& by the 
sound waves; Tha.i&&'is transmitted frond an ultrasonic. '.. : generator to'the sheet, surface below:&' spot"weld by an anvil 

. and-the vibratione fr.a.Tel,bthrough the weld to the upper sheet 
surface. If oil,' or: :at.h,er, rliquids ar%'!p'laCed thereon, radial 

~circle.5 centered over ths .weld will.be observed. These are 
standi-ng wave pat.terns~-the-, configur&ions o-f whi&$ m.ay lndi- 
c&te the bonded;‘“tir%a of .the weld. 8.~,-fhe.,etibetitqt~~on of a 
materie. such-,&k colLodicn for the ind-icating *oil, aperma- 
nent rebord.of,th# w.e>d h'a.5 been obteined:. I The results so . far obtai'ned on- th.i.8 .t.ebt are..no-t: 'cohclusive'btit' th.e method 
shows promise and &ould receive further cohsYderat'i'on and 
investigation. J. ' : . . -. -<.- ,w" - . 

Advantages,.?;T$e pIeld geometry pro.b.ably::~kak:-Be'deter- 
mined Trom'this'test, thr.ough the.anhlgsis..'of 'thd ,w&vet 
patterng produced, -Q$v/~ugly if little of no, mechanical 
coupling'bxists botweqn the.upper -and the.:ldw&r: sheets-at the 
weld, bonding at.:thg.faying .plans is lacking “&qd r-8.suiting 
patter?8 differ frOm,those denoting sati'sf~e;ttil'y:'b~?di'hg" 
conditians,, .:' " .:.;: -;---,..- -. _ -- - -- ---- -- -L - -::--- - -. -:' .,.. -., 1 ,.,a. 

gisadv&'taffes of-th-fs te8f tiethod. are: (1) The equipment 
necesse.ry to provide the test is rather elaborate, and in- 
cludes an oscillator capable of supplying about 1 kilowatt of 
radio-frequency power to the ultrasonic generator, which in 
turn h.as -auxiliary equipment neceseary for continuous opera- 
tion. This auxiliary equipment is somewhat compeneated for 

. 
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by the stable and relfable operation secured. (2) Training 
is- required for one-.unskilIed in this method of testing reli- 
ably-to interpret -patterns in terms of weld quality. (3) 

- :. Errors may result from possible dfspersion effects and varfa- 
.: . t-ton in .treatment and/or compositfon of naterfal to be exam- 

3 2 1-i 9e.d . (4) The coupling anvil should be properly centered on 
tbs;b.ott.om indentation to secure..un$form mechanical coupling, 

l~~&n~:anv~~.contours should fit those of the weld indentatfon. 
i'. 2: 1, :. -,* l 

? *mt. a=,- ---"=; .-.- .. * ! 
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-,j::: -= -3’. Sheet-Surface and Haterfal-.-Property Tests.. _==- _= is== ,. .' .- ?- z ,‘F = e = = --F= -- z- - -= ____. -. .-.. I.: -. ~ . . =. 
It has been suggested.that spot-weld properties might be 

correlated with conditfons measured at or llear the sheet sur- 
face above the.,weld. Properties included are: sheet surface- 
Indentation by welder electrodes,- measurement of surface 
marks or condition, thickness of alclad layer, toughness, 
ductility, elasticity, impact resistance, scratch or tear re- 
..sistance, and metallurgic.al structure at various depths from 
the sheet surface at the weld. 

. 
I 

. 

1. Welder-alectrode indentation tests(b).- T.n&entatLon 
of the surface of the alcla<i &eet by the welder electrode is 
a function of electrode sloe and shape, weld current and'tem- 
perature transients-, pressure hrogram, and sheet properties. 
With reasonable control of current-wave shape and electrode, 
tfp contour, and precise-control of timing and amplftude of 

* the tip-pressure, the sheet indentation'will correlate well 
with weld-nugget size. The large?-the volume of melted alloy, 
the greater the indentation caused by the tips, provfded4he 
pressure program is precisely controlled and sufffcient hdld- 
down pressure is exerted to prevent expulsion of metal at the 
faying plane. . .:.- - - _ 

_.. -I -The sheet indentatfon may most itas'flg be measured through 
the use of'a sensitive dial gage graduated in 0.0001-Inch 
unit 8, provided with a suitable collar to rest on the' sheet 
surface Just outside the indentatfon. Iddy-current 0'5 slec- 
trical-aapacitance ga'ges may be employed, and prov%a'&d-!ik.ith 
permanent record devices if desired. 

. Inherent errors in this test method result from normal 
production conditions, to an extent sufficient to invalidate 
the' test. Large changes in electrode shape and contour pro- 
duce -corr&tipd'ndfngly large changes in indentation, although 
the effccf-of-repeated tip-cleaning in a few houre'run on 
one set of tips is not-extensive. Changes in tip pressure, 
or in forge pressure tfme delay; change indentation greatly. 
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Th8 k&se &bh whicl;"t'ip pressure an& contour tik‘y be changed 
in production wsldlng wou1.d prevent this test Prom attaining 
reliability. ,i. -. 

. As control o.f welding conditions 5.mproves, tip shape 
"'and pressu?e '$rogram will,.be,more precisely controlled, in 

which case the valihity-o'f.ths tXp- indentation test will imd 
Iprove. (see fig. 31 for results of indentation meaeurements 
on industrially made welds,) 

2. Sheet-surface property tests.- No measurements of 
physical properties of the sheet-surface layers have shown 
any correlation with weld sbee or quality. Harking or thfck- 
ness of the alclad layer has no .significance whatever. The 
structure and metallurgIca& propertfes of the 24S-T alloy are 
very Ij.ttls afr".eoted except in the weld nugget and narrov 
adjac8nT regiuns wtier-9 incipient melting along grain bounda- 
ries and istra.sionz af suttctfC occur. Only m&asurem$hts of 
progorties,ic ?nd,adjft.cent to&the weld nugget correlate with 
weld strength xlcd q&lalLty. Superficial surface tests measure 
nothing significant except when the weld nuggets penetrate to 
the sheet surface (exe-essIve pen'etr'ation). 

- _. 
CT. Impressor or Penetrator Tests 

In these tests a. loaded penetrator or group of penstra- 
tors is forced into the. welded sheet above and/or below the 
spot weld tc such a dist@.nc_e that properties and extent of 
the soft snsd. _ca-,gt aH.,o~ .-of th -w s weld n.uEEet, rather than of 
the temper:ed :L;Br.snt mGtal;- detormf;l-+ the depth of P -- enetration. 
Any other type? Glt'- perot.rat cr.-'oJ'. ha.dness.'test has little sig- 
nificance. It has %FBLI found that tha tempered parent metal 
is reasonably hOnOg?iIGOu8 except in c narrov eons adjacent to 
the, weld gugp;3t yhe-.i:.e J~a,i~~i~_nt’..;.eItia~ -and intrusion of 
eutentic occur along gr:,,in boundarf,es,- while on the other 
hand the entire voiume'of.th8 weld nugga't:ha-s been very ap- 
proslab-ly aofterlgd. .Bence pen.et.r&tor tes.t6 measure weld- 
nugiget, gsal8try. 
penstrntors, 

By. profiling.th8,:feld rsgion with suitable 
the shape of th.e weld nugget-can be-mapped 

quite accurately. 
- - 

Although properly applied penef-r.ator. tests can measure 
wel.d-nugget gaometry reliably, it'muet be -noted that measure- 
ments f rum theout.er surface of the welded sheet measure & 
t.he gecmtrtry of-the outer boundary of the nugget in the sheet 
under test. The nature of the bon3 at the fayfng surface, 
particularly.where excessive alclad inclusions exist, is not 
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I , measured in this test. The geometry of the nugget in the op- 
I : ljosife sheet is not determined by penetrator tests on only 

onb side.of .the weld. 

Inheient.&rors in penetrator tests result from (I) in- 
homogen&&ties fn the composition and heat-treatment of the 
parent sheet,(2) variations in the thickness of the cladding 
fayer.gf.pur$ alumipqm,(3) insensitiveness *with weld nuggets 

-.' of..lpw.~~~.n'~fration be$&vs,? of the thick layer of parent met81 . . 
.fhro~gh_'Frhihp.thg.pe~~~raeian test must measure nugget geom- 

etry; , _ .- 

g q of properly conducted penetrator tests are. 
~v~~~~o~ is feasible for either on&or two-side testing; 

(2)"The test actually measures hugget geometry (nugget diam- 
eter is the single weld parameter irhich correlates reliably 
with the static shear strength of spot welds); (3) Indications 
are nearly instantaneous. & __- -: . .._ -m-m 

4 ;. . 

Disadvantages of penetrator tests are: (1) The test-be- 
, comes tnsensitive wfth thin nuggets;(2) donditions at the fay- 

ing plane-are not measured. I 

1. One-side, one-point penetrator testfi.- In thfs test, 
a single penetrator is foroed into the sheet surface ;?tbove 
the center of a spot weld, fn a.manner similar to ordinary 
hardness testing, but applied in thfs case to a nonhomogene- 
ous structure. The change in penetration betwegn'the appli- 
cation of a preZ1oad (sufficient to force the henetrator 
through local surface regions) and appl.Qation of full load 
(sufficient to force the penetrator 5.nt.o a-region 'Plrhere the 
weld nugget affects penetration) is measured by 8 s’ens’ltive 
dial gage. 'The one-point measurement tends to measure nugget 
penetratfon at the center of,tbe weld. (See fig. 32.) IFug- 
get penetration is indfrectly correlated with-nugget volume 
and diameter,' f.or welds-made with similar- electrodes under 
similar welding condi.tfons. . Hen&e the one-pai.nt-p.ene.trator 

. . -test predicte tield .strength.only'..through a.7chainY af c.orrgla- 
.tions, w'ith weld-nugget- diameter. '. . 

. _ . , . . . . . 

Precautions to-be observe-d id appi'ying.'thi -one-$oInt 
penetrator test are:- (1') -The penotra'tor 'must %-e.vei;y. .darefully 
located .over .the center d.f the yeld :.n,ugg%t;" (2)'The rsb+pe 

.and si z’e o’f: ‘the Ipenet rator must be -‘PixedI and const’aht’;. 
The d6ndit%.o$s',o.f'-i-oadi,ng.must be &ontroJ.l,ad aqcurat.e&y;. 

(3) 
(4) 

Tests must be made on'weIds dll of wh,icht.h&ve' b’een made wfth 
identical welder tip size and contdur, and on the side of the 
sheet whdqhW,;yas,.in ..~~9~~a~~t .w$th electrode tfp. * . . . . a.parti.Tular 

'- .: 
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Inherent err'or&,af.*this metho% i'nclade: (1) errors due 
. .to t.he lack of 8 rs.liable 'cor&elati'on between nugget diameter a 

and nugget thickness, (2) errors du'e:to unsymmetrically 
shaped nuggets or nuggets the centers of which are.displaced 
'from the f&ying plane, (3) errors due to' inacc+ate posi- 
tioning..., _' 

. - : ._ 
Advantages of this-method have been'listed under pene- 

:trator tests. Standard hardness-testing machines may be used 
.if.desired. Thfs test requires 'access to only one side of 

the work. .- 

Disadvantages of this test are: (1) its relative unre- 
{' .liability, due to its indirect co$r&lat.ion with weld-nugget 

diameter, and (2) its inherent errors. 

Ty-Pical results of one-side, on&-point penetrator teets 
made on industrially made spot welds with a Rockwell Standard 
Hardness Teeting machine as qenetrator are shown in figure 33. 

:. 2. Simultaneous two-side, one-r)oi'nt penetrator tests.- 
Thie test method differs from the one-side, one-pofnt test 
only in that simultaneous penetration tests from both sheet 

9 . surfaces are made on the weld. 'This test has the slight ad- 
vantage of checking symmetry tiith respect'to the faying p18ne, 

- and of detectXng welds with nearly aS1 the weld nugget on one 
sfde.only bf the faying plrme. However, It--tieiuiree accef38 

' to both sides of-the work.' .' : . .' 
'c : 3. Penefratdr. profile .tests:.- The penetrator, profile 

test is the most.reliabie'method, of determining weldinugget 
'. diameter, shape;' and penettiatiba. In this ‘test. a suitialjly 

loaded penetrator carri’es- out a-saccession of meastiremente 
.,-. over..the sheet surface ad/or ,below the spot weld. The shape 

of the-nugget albng ang'secti.on can'be determfh&d5-by penetra- 
tar profile measuremente~along a line over that'seetion. 

7' (s ee .fig. -34 for characterJ,'stic penetrator profiles of spot 
welds in 0.064-inch 24S-T alclad sheet.) Indfeas*% sensitiv- 
ity to weld-nugget geometry is dbtained wit'h'pendt'ratdr pro- 
file teste as sheet thickness is decreased. From penetrator- 

'profile measurements, nugget size, shape; arid thickness Can 
., .' I .,be'det:e-rmined. 'Ifi-st'edd of 'a suctiesa$oi of poiirc' 'Ijeiqe$6't&tion , 

'. measur Bments, *L .dbn't'inuou's profile by-a foilfng sphere csr 
','wheel following & .l'i.near or :.spirtil path rna~“b~~u~~d.‘ Simul- 

t:aneous two-side -pendtrati.oti pro,fi~e':t'esting'fe'fea.ijible 
.' -',.,ufidea SOme cond~tf.oms'. . .. . . : -.I '.I '..- -' -. 

:. - ,'. .._ ;y, I...-.., I,:. . _ _ 
:.. C.. : i' :Pr'd taut f oh St' 

. 
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spaced sufficiently far apart to be independent of effects of 
preceding penetrations. (21 Rolling proffle unfts must ba 
very rigidly mounteddto avoid d-eflectfon due to the large 
forces required to move them ovekthe work. (3) Resultant 
-grooves must not cause a* "notch'Bffectl' to weaken the welded 
joint. (4) Sensitive measurementswith respect to the sheet 
surface, accurate to nearly l/l0000 inch; are required. 

..- r- -1LPvant‘ages of penetrator pr_ofila measurements lie in 
-the@ complete mapping of weld-nugget ge.ometry. _ .- : - _' .:- ~ -- , := .- .- __- .-. 

Disadvantages of p&itrator-proiiI/e mea&rements lie in 
(1) the com~lsxitg and accuracy required fn suitable testing 

-apparatuss, 72) the ti me requSred for testing, (3) possible 
weakenTng-of the jofnt by grooves. e 

i ! 5-.--- T -*.: = T = _ - - - 
4. I&tipoin+ or r5n&ienetrator testsO --- -- .- These tests 

..a&8 :designed to-obtain rt'he significant information of the 
profile tests, with simpler equipment. -A direct measurement 
of nugget diameter is made by a suitable ring impressor or 
circle of point penetrators capable of determining whether or 
'not the nugget lies under'the' circle 6-f penetrafors. (see 
figs. 38 So 46.) If the nugget is smaller than the penetrator 
circle, -or--has excessiveiy i-o& penetration (20 -percent), the 
penetrators indfcate only parent metal to be present. Il.the 
nugget dlameter.approachesand passes that of the ring, pene- -- 
tr&torrindications .deteot thf's change sensitively. All nug- 
gets of diameter much greater than the ~rin'$<di.amet.er, ar’i re- 
corded as large nuggets;. For any shee$ th~cI$ns~'s,..the range 
of very high test sensitivfty can be ~atched.,t.oVp:a$y chosen _ - 
welLnugget diameter 'by selectioz-of the'amr.opriatg penefra- 
tor-ring diameter. One-side or-si.mult&e~us twb-'side testing 
is feasible. The accuracy of measuremen$ of_yeld-nugget diam- 
eter 'and- of-weld strength is -nearl$fd*enti'cal .tiifhY't'6e accu- 
racy with whfch weld strength.and diabeter can be co'frelated 
to the diameter observed by destructively s’eckjbnfng: the'weld 
nugget. ‘(sieo-~~g; 451) ” yY:-yq f L. TLL’ .“’ ..-.-**; ,. ,:I- 

t. ‘-I. ; -- . 
- Rreca6tions to be Qbs~$+'tirt"~p appiying rdng~$~n@t~at~r 

'tests include: (I) The penetratorassembly must bs1icbura5ely 
centered over the weld nugget:. (The fact that the'huggot 
does not always lie directly under the indentatfpp f'dimple" 
on the sheet. s&Yabegintroduces~the largast.e~ro~.~p~t$is.. 
measuretient i-3 . (2).:%he::silee:. shape; atid arrEmgetieti$' if;.pe?~e- 
tiators musB~'re~ai.n'coasC'fLiit; (3) EiFect 
sheet tGimpe2 ~~~t~~be..co~pepgattea'. 

8 of ~~giit’i;bfik fn *.- . -. - _- - 1. ,.. . . - 2 C.." ~~~.~ f--y 1...: . 2x+ - - T ~ " .i .. 7 j .- t 1 .~ . _ -- :... . ..- i-r .: . . . -- -. . 
in6erent -‘errayS-‘gtiI: 'Ci.).an &r&or- of fncriasingi&gnitude 
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with decreasing nugget penetration, due to decreasing test 
sensftivity. With less than 20 percent nugget penetration, 

. test indicates no.nug'get'.' i'irowhver, alclad inclusions are 
usually excef38i.v0, and wela quality is very unreliable with 
such thin nuggets, which are'usually of'ir'tiegular or "dough- 
nut" shape.) (2) 'P rrorir due to unusual variations in the 
temper of parent metal.. * 8. . . . 

wantages of the ring-penetrator test include (1) the 
reliabflity and accuracy with whfch nugget dfameter is meas- 
ured, (2) ths simplicfty'of testing and indicating equipment, 
and (3) the dir8ct, instantaneous indications of nugget siae. 

Disadvanta,ses,of this test include (1) it8 inherent er- 
rors, (2) its failure to measure'conditions at the faying 
plane, such,as-extent' of alclad bonding. Details of the de- 
velopment of equipment and the results of ring-penetrator 
tests on a large number of industrially made spot welds are 
gfven in appendix A of this report. 

. . . 
.I:. L II.' Z-Ray Test.8 ' 

: I . 
.fa. t'he8e Ltest's, 'the 'welde.d'sheet- ,ie': e$ose'd t.o low .polt- 

'i age X-rays or @rent8 rays "(20 k'v$ t.o 50 k'vp)'... ..E1Xn'+'gr.&ip 
.rad~o~a$~fc ffxti .fi's ;p'l&&&&“sc,l&s.ev $6 't&&"~@'~:o-g~:fe, '8u.q: ..a.f 

': i, 'the .&set .:(f$g. t.35): ora 'flliiro~scopic "a'&e'eK ::might he '<'$& for 
-.:, vi,sual inspticfion; Small df f f e'renc'e'e .fn’ J:&gb’ d&s% t,g’ nihy be 

r- obtained under ideal exposure coadi%ion's; The lo-nger the 
. . wave length of the X-rags, the greater the difference in den- 

sity of various regfons of the fmage (rafere'nce 9) and the 
weaker the exposure required. 

. 
Resultant radiograph8 are complex and must be inter- 

preted carefully. It' is probable that under optimum conai- 
. tions, radiographs will chow (a) weld cracking and porosity, 

(b) nugget diameter, .(c) area of alclad bonding, (d) epitting, 
flashing, and.expu3.sion of metal at the faying plane. 1-t ie 
fmprobable that radiograph8 will show the extent of alclad 
fnclusfoa Ento the nugget or the nature or extent of the CO- 
rona bonding at the.fayfng.plane. 

Tests of equipment built by the Qeneral Electric &-Ray 
Corporation and.tried at the Glenn L. Martin Company in 

-Baltimore, Md,,,as well a8 research at the Taylor Winfield 
,Company (reference 4) of Warren, Ohio,and the Aluminum 
Company of America (reference 6) at New Xeneington, Penpa., 
indicate that the radfographfc inspection of spot weld8 on 

I 
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. 
fine-grain film Is probably feasible. Host radiographers do 
not believe fluoroscopfc inspection of spot welds to be fea- 
sible because fluoroscopic screens in u8e today have a grain 
size some 10,000 times larger than ffne-grain X-ray film, 
and because image intensity differences are small. Ioniza- 
tion gage inspection is likewise considered very difficult 
because of the complexity of spot-weld images. 

* -1. Weld~outline test (reference 141.- In this test, a 
fluid containing radiographically opaque materials is caused 
to penetrate between the welded sheets at the fayin,g plane. 
The penetrating qualftfes of the fluid cause it to cover the 
faying plane up to the very boundaris of the .bonded zone at 
each weld. If the jofnt is.now e-qO'8ed to X-rays, while the 
image ,is recorded on X-ray f.ilm or viewed on a fluoroscopic 
screen,- the welds appear as region8 relatively transparent to 
X-rays-surroiin-ded by much more opaque areas. The outline'of 
the actual total bonded area of each weld is thus detected . 
readil'y, . . . . 

: ' . _ 

Precautions to.be observed in applying this test are: '- 
(1) The fluid carrying the radiographically opaque materials- 1 
must not damage or corrode the aluminum sheet, nor should,the 
joint be epread in order to introduce the fluid;.: -(2) Reaeo&' 
ably constant radiographic density ehould be obtained outside 
the weld region; (3) The fluid must penetrate to the bound- 
ary of the bonded area of the weld, and into any interstices 
between bonded areas. 

., . 
Inherent errors may'result if' the fluid fails to-'pene- 

trate to. the boundary of the..bonded area-at ~$1 pornts. The 
contribution of.the corona bonding.to-.weld strength Is not 
necessarily measured. . 

:i' . .* 

Advantages of the method are:(l).The total area of bond- 
ing can be measured reliably; (i).Rxposure condition8 need 
not be precisely controlled; (3) Gpecial fine-grain films are 
not 'necessary; (4) X-rays from standard industrial equipment 
(30 hvp to 150 kvp) may be applied. _ . 

: _ 
. 

li8te~ieadvanta~~ .oh'the method are: (1) The inherent error 
.; (2) The additional operations of flowing in the fluid 

before exposure and of cleaning the sheet after exposure; (3) 
The added cost of film and aeiay of developing film, requir- 
fng identification of welds; (4) A..poeaible hazard to inegec- 
tors if fluoroscopic visual inspectioh is employed, without 
adequate precautions; (5) Relatively 'elaborat'e. e.quipment and' 
skilled operator-e are required. -Ro exDerimehta1 tests of 
this met%;o'd were. made %n this rez.earch, 

. : . ._ *, -.. ". ,. - ; . .-. .'. .i- _ ., : *. - . . .,- ;:* . . :* -..~ : . :: . . . 
. . . . . ' 
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# 2. Radiographic test a (references 4, S,,- 8.,,3~.and 10) .- 
In these tests, the welds are subjected to carefully con- 
trolled low voltage X-rays and the weld image is recorded on 
fine-grain photograph,ic.. film. placed behind the weId,ed.,jb'int. 
The..X-ray volt9'~e"should':be stabilf~ecJ..to rt&/4 kv;,.and, .: 
should be as"low as feasible, for adequate rsdiographic:con- 
trast. (Tw~~Q~ kv X-Gays prohuce apprecfably greater con- 
trast thanlforty ICF' X-raym, .rsference 9.),,-The sffoative 
focal area of the tube ,Sbould be small in.comparieon with 
the target film~,dJs~~&n.ce. An effective focal area 1 milli- 
meter square with'a'36-inch target to film dietance has given 
acceptable. dafinftfpn,with standard industrial X-ray equip- 
ment. (.See,r,efersp;‘~e'6.) -The film ehould have fine grain. 
(Bastman Tn$t,l$.a.zj’h;Bgx”a Superay B have,;.been used eucces@- 
fully), be wra$pod only, in photographfc .paper with I/l6--&ch 
lead backing ?ei$:nd'tho film, and .be placed close to tha weld. 
Two or thrae'ltiyera of X-ray film can bo.used without appro- 
ciable -loss 'in de'finition. 

. 
Expoeure~.~,oll.~r'tions .must be precisely controlled to.bb- 

tain optimuml coCrit,-raet and Ue'finition. 

_Procautdonq.tp, bo. obeervad fnclude:, (.l) The film must be 
wrappod' only in'$'hi'ni paper opaque to light.but transparent to 
X-ra$s, 09 .lO'G, +$l.'t'Sgcj (2-j. Xxposuro 009a$tiw0ns and film pro- 
ceasing, 6'ho.u~lT&'be i]re'cisely controlled; (3)~.Personz1el should 

,be protect+& !?rom.X-rays. 
.: 

Inherent 'errpre-include: (1) 6-rr_DrB resulting from ina- 
bility of m'ethod.'to'!-d*iscriminate -extent of alclad inclusion 
into the weld nug'g'et. Such inclusion occurs frequently with 

-thin, small .ye/P nugget a, and lowers weld strength apprecia- 
bly-i '(2)'X~'rors zeaulting from lack of definition in radio- 
graphdc $ma&'s 8-f.. gpot wo1d.e with thin ,veld nuggete) (3) 
EEro~+s in interpretation of spot-weld radiographic:images. 

Advantages of the test include: (1) Gra.cking, porosity, 
nugget diameter,. and total bonded area are fndicated, under 
optimum exposure condition?;. (2) The weld is not damaged by 
the tee%; (3).The weld 
Permanent reco$'a:g'are 

need not be located precisely; (4) 
obtained, 

asadvantages ~inc~ude:(f.).T.ha,test requirea.accese to 
both sides of. the ‘weld; ‘(‘2) ,Lo~L~~s xposurea (4 to 30:mfn3 are 
require& with standard radiographic equipment; (3) FilmCmtiet 

'be us'od, 
'-time;,: 

inve1vin.g addad.'cost; (4):Dg3>ay of developing takes 
-r,equfra.s. id.entifi.c$tion. of welds; (5) Be-Zatively ' : ; . 



elaborate equipment and skilled operator5 are required; (6) 
dareful interpretation of radiographs is required. 

'3. Fluoroscopic-inspsation method5 7- -k In these tests, 
the welds ere:subjected to..carefull$ controlled X-rays and 
the result&t' images are viewed by means of 8 fine-grain flu- 
oroscopic screen placed close to the welded sheet. Under 
optimum conditions, images similar to those obtained with 
fine grain film might?be expected. 

. .f. 
Eiwever ;, .avaiLable fluoroscopic screens are far too 

coarse-grained to obtain definition adequate for spot-weld 
inspection. Also the contrast between regions of the spot 
weld is too low for essy fluoroscopid~inspection. The method 
h88 yet to be proved feasible.' - ': . " 

Precautions 8re: .(I) The in s ector must be protected 
from excessive X-ray exposure; (27 T 0 obtain reliable results 
careful "dark adaptation" of the eyes (30 minin a completely 
darkened room) is required before inspection begins) (3) Lack 
of sensitivity or failure to indicate faults should not be 
taken as proof of weld quality. 

Advantages of the method.include: (1) Ho film is re- 
quired; so inspection cost is Lows-(2) Results of inspection 
are available immediately; so no marking or identification 
of welds is needed; (3) Welds need not be located accurately 
for testing. 1. - 

Disadvant&es include:. (1) A completely darkened room 
is needed for viewing the fluoroscopic screen; (2) Inspectors 
have time delays because of fatigue and,time needed for dark 
adaptation; (3) Access is required to both sides of the weld; 
(4) special equipment is required for the protection of per- 
sonnel and support of specimen. 

No fluorosconic testing has been included in this re- 
sear ch. 

4. Ionisation,~ane method+.- In this test, X-rays pass 
from the souroe through the welded sheets into a suitable 
ionization gaga, which measures the quantity of X-rays pass- 
ing through the sheet5 at the weld. (See fig. 36.) The 
gage may make either an over-all measurement, or profile the 

*This method is now under investigation by other re- 
search investigators. 
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weld region to obtain. fine detA%l of the-x-ray image of the 
weld. To avoid lengthy expostires exceedingly sensitive ioni- 
zation gages are re.quired, p8rtiCUl8rly for profiling the 
weld. 

Inherent errors include:(L) Errors due to failure to 
observe fine detail of weld in the. over-all test; (2) Fossi- 
ble effects of cracks and porosity; (3) Errors due to mis- 
alinement of the actual weld nugget.and the ionie8tfon gage; 
(4) Errors due to exqessive sheet indentation and other geo- 
metric factors. 

wantages include: (1) ~e5ponse.i~ immediate, making 
marking or identifiC8tiOn of welds unnecessary; (2) Indica- 
tions are independent of operato.r.and could be automatic in 
operation. -. 

DieadvanfaPes include:(l) Access is required to both 
sides of the, weld; (2) C areful locating of the weld is re- 
quired;. (3) 0r8CkS.ng or excessive.sheet indentation may in- 
troduce erroneous indication. 

No development of ionization gage-testing equipment has 
been included in this research. 

. 
I. Mechanical-Proof Tests 

In mechanical-proof tests, the spot weld is loaded to a 
p,redetermined fraction af acceptab.le strength in shear or 
tension by 8 suitable mechanical testing tool. With welds 
in extended sheets, it is very difficult to load individual 
spots in ehear without excessive sheet distortion. As a re- 
sult, most mechanical proof teste arB designed to load the' 
spot weld in tensfon. However, it must be recogn'ieed that 
tens-ion strength is not necessarily proportional to the shear 
strength of the weld. Bents these teeWare indicative of, 
but do not measure shear strength. -They--da diSCrimfn8te be- 
tween sstuckll welds and welds of acceptable strength. 
. . . 

The.greatest disadvantage of mechanical- proof tests .%e 
~&he'p.ossibility that the proof 108d might damage the ve:ld.: 

This.'aee'd.not necessarily occur - .in fact, it is probable : 
%~hat':sp.v.t~. welds whfch were damaged by pr.oof loading t..o .a .: 

: fraction of minimum aCC0pt8bls strength would not be suita- 
ble'fbr use in aircraft. Sxper,ienke 'w%'l'th static shear j?ull . te'st's on "thousands of. spot welds Pails to show any da'mage 
resulting from partfal loading, in welds ,of atid-G'p'tabIe .- ' 
strength and quality. 
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The @vantams of proof tests lfes fn their complete re- 
liability, when the load can be properly applied to an inhi- 
vidual spat. . 

1. Pry-test methods.- Following the method of the in- 
spector who p.ries the sheets apart near the spot welds to 
detect weak welds, calibrated pryfng tools designed to exert 
known loads have been developed. Regardless of the force 

-exerted by-the operator, clutch or spring devices prevent 
the force applfed-t_c t-he weld from exceedfng a certain maxi- 
mum. IIencc known proof.loads may be applied without-damage 
to good welds. The method has a direct appeal to the inspec- 
tor because it follows proved inspection procedure with addi- 
tional accuracy. 

A precaution to be observed in applying pry tools is 
that the tool must be properly applied, and applied only to 
joints and sheet thicknesses for which it has been desfgned 
and adjusted, to avoid damage to the welds or structure. 

Inherent errors include:(l) Errors resultfng from the 
presence of other Welds very close to the weld under test, 
if the load fs dfstributed to these other welds; (2) Errors 
due to variable sheet stiffness. 

Advantages of pry-testing tools are: (1) Keasurements 
are simple and girect; (2) The load is applied to weld at 
faying plane, rather than through sheet. 

Disadvantages of pry-testing tools are: (1) The sheets 
are separated and may be distorted by the test; (2) Welds 
are difficult to reach through large overlap; (31 Sheet sur- 
face is scratched at faying surface;, (4) Ramage to the weld 
may result from careless use. L / 

No very practical forms of pry-testing tools have been 
developed-in.fhfs research, although preliminary designs for 
such tools have been proposed. 

2: Adhesfve-bond tests fi l - 1.n this. test, suitable small 
plates are bonded to the outer sheet surface above the weld, 
and/or to the opposite sheet surface, using recently devel- 
oped metal-to-metal adhesives applied under heat and pressure. 
A typfcal adhesive (furnished by B-B Chemical Company, 
Cambridge, Mass,) applied in these tests cpnsfstently devel- 
oped, more than 2509 psi shear strength and. 2000 psi tensile 
strength rin pondsbetween alclad sheets. It is applied with 
a brush and allowed to .dry fn air for an hour. Then heat 
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. and pre.seu~ri,a're~a';pp1:i'ed:5 to ibJiriinute$'%o cure the bond. 
(Se6 ,fig. ':3'?A?) ,- Sui%abXe load-f:ng.'t'67ols then lift the b‘onded 
plates from the sheet, 
(See fig. 3X3.) 

loading the individual spot -in tension, 
Weak welds fail under the chosen proof load. 

AcceptabIe%%lds: are nd< damaged-arid the ,sheet is' not dis- 
torted by th'is test. . . - 

Pf~ecauEions:$*q bs 'obse'rved in applying these tests in- 
clude: (I) The 'sheet surface mu&% be-pro -er-ly cleaned and the 
adhesive bqnd must be made- carefully; (27 The load must be 
applied normal to the sheet surface s'o as to avoid progres- 
sive failure of the adhesive'bcGi8<‘(3) The applied load 
should not exceed the chosen proof load. 

It.-is 
LimItationa in the application of the method are: (1) 

not applicable to welds between two rigid sections,.as 
the& load would be distributedto severtil welds; (2) It may 
,be applied to thin she'efs welded to stiffeners, by loading 
from only one side, or to 'sheet-to-sheet welds with loading 
from above and below the weld. 

Advantages of the method are': (1) The sheet is not dis- 
-:.torted, anb‘qodd welds are not damaged by the test; (2) Di- 

rect, reliable measurements are obtained. 

zisadvantages of the methbd are: (1) Teats on indivfdual 
welds involve excessive time deiay; although large numbers of 
welds may be tested relatively quickly; (2) Heating and pres- 
sure equfpment must be used to make the bond, and heat is 
needed to weaken the adhesive bond after testing, to remove 
the test plate. 

Figure 37C shows a suitable loading tool. 

3. Prbof,testfng at welder .- e It has been proposed that 
proof-testing be carried out at the welder d%rec,tly after 
each weld is made, so that defective welds can be detected 
immediately and replaced. Such testing might be made an in- 
tegral part of the welding operation, au.toIIIatically applied 
as the head of the wslhor-.rises so-'as tb &ntail,negligible 
loss of time. Special clamp tools,.possibly operated by the 
welder'air supply, would be necessar.7 .tb hold the sheet and 
1oad.Ch-e weld. On long continuous jofnte, these clamps ;mFt 
also serve to move and position the sheet for welding. 
device would.load the weld only to a fiie?l proof load, and 
release the. sheet when this load was attained, to avoid e%- 
cess%vs"sheet distortion. Eolbdown aefices'mfght be needed 
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. 
to avoid loading.adjacent welds. -Care would bs exercised to 
avoid'excessive sheet separation because of th8 clamps.fn- 
serted at the faying plane. Cold r.olling subsequent to veld- 
ing might be necessary to reduce sheet separation tg a mini- 
mum. _ ; . . -- - - 

_-. - - _- --. 
Precautions include: (1) Care to avoid damage to the . 

weld through excessfve proof loading. .- ~ 

(1) Proof testing can be carried out on 
welds can be detected and r8WQldQd 

with negligible lost time; (3) ThQ t est would be reliable 
and conclusive. 

Disadvantages are:-(l) P roof loads might damage the. 
welds; (2) Sheet separatfon and distortion night.result; 
(3) The time required for welding mfght be fncreased; 
(4) The flexibilft y of the welder might be reduced; (5) New 
fixtures night be required for special .shapes of structure 
to be welded. 

. No development of this type--of equipment has been in-. 
eluded In this research. . 

J. Further Development and Application of-the Most 

Effective Test Methods 

Investigations of the test methods just descrfbed re- 
vealed that three test method-s- the two-side direct-current 
test, the ring-penetrator test, and spot-weld radtography - 
were effective tests of spot-weld quality. Intensive devel- 
opments of the two:sid-e&direct-current test and the ring-. 
penetrator test resul",ed in the design and_co.nstruction of 
Spot-Weld Testing Kac.hine No. 1, which is described in appen- 
dix I. A simultaneous investigation of spot-weld radiography 
(not included_ in=the. sponsored research) revealed that radiogr 
raphy offer.ed especial advantages-and r=eliabilfty as a spot- 
weld test. ._ . ._- _- . 

-. CONCLUSIONS _. '-32 . 
. 

The most promising nondestructive. method of testfng spot,, 
welds is radiography. With this method, it 5.6 not necessary 
to locate the %eld nugget accurately in order to measure its 
diameter, or to detect the presence of cra.cks, porosity, and 
spitting* ----_ _ 1 .I ,. - 

__-._ ;--- 
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The most reliable nonradiographic test is the rin -pene: 
trator or profile-.pqn.etrater test ,-:whfch-.banm&e&8tife d ld- f 
nugget'diameter r4~~abl~.unde~.pprma1 cdfidltfons of lLjrodti$tipF 
welai~ng. It doe& not measure the-nature of .extent of cr:acg-', 
ing, porosity, and'epitfing, except insofar:as.theee 'defects' 
change the penetration df the loaded test pehetrator. - .L_ -*-xr -- .I .* -. __~ 

The ring electrode two-aide dTrscC-.cu.rrent -~e.st'mea.surea 
the.bonded area at khe frying plane of th.e s.pot weld, but 
does not discriminate be'tween nugget and alcald cororia bond- 
ing. In conjunction with the ring-Pene.tE~~o~'-~esE, it pro- 
vides a gbod.measur,e of the strength* oP productikn 6pot welds. 

'. ,-, . 7 -- _ : .._ 
Neither the electrical nor the penetrator test is capa- 

ble of- determining'the extent of the blclad inclusion into 
the weld nugget at tho faring pleqne, bE the d_e.cTaase in weld 
strength r*sultin-g- z . - _ Crdm‘thia cause --- , 

_ i .y --; -- .*.,-,;~ 
. . *= 

I -.- _ 
For the measurement.of.extent of cracking and porosity 

-.+ 

without the use of &-raye the eddy-current test offere the 
advantages of a direct and reliable measurement subject to 
some error due to indontat,ions of the sheet surface. 

. 
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(a) Tij2SSl4&'5lrect- Ourrent Test.- A form of test similar 
to the two-sfde.dfrect-current test was developed by Andrew 
and.Per$Llo:-fsr the'Glenn HBrtin.Aircraft Company of Baltimore, 
Md. .* - '(Refer to Mr.:. Paul- Merrfaan' for details.) 

. (b+.).One-Sfde Direct-Current Teet .- A preliminary form of 
this'test wbs.develope'az'iti the Electr.ical Research Section of 
the L.ockheeh "P;irclaft Corporation, Burbank, Calif,. 
(Refer to Mr. Fred Bowden for details.'; 

(c!' 'L'an-Joint .,Inpzction Test.- A test wli.ch may be eimi- 
lar to the lap-joi'nt idductfon test was developed by Mr. 
Borm&n.Bonzqa.f. Philadelphia, Pa. 1.. . : . 

(d) Pick-Up Cofl Eddp-Currant Test.- Developed is the 
Wave+1 ReeGch Lqboratory'and re?o*ted by Ross Gunn f.n ?Aa 
Eddy-Current @iethod of Flaw DeteLtfon %~n Bon:Magndtic KaterialtJ! 
in the iourqtil' of ApZjlied Xochsnics, . March .194X. 

: -x A* . 
(e) Spot-Weld Edds Testing -- Unft.- Developed in the Naval 

Research Laboratory and reported in a piogres report, July 
,1942. - . . . . . 

I. I ,.- 
(f) Lockheed Eddv-.Current Test Unit.- Developed in the 

Electrical Research Section;of the Lbckheed:A$.rEraft Corpora: 
tion by Dr. P'hilip.Carleon. .I . . :. . ,:I . ,_ _ 

.: " ,I, ~ I s 
(g) Heat-R3sarvoir Thermal,Te.st .'-. Deve&b.ploh, %y".t'ho 

Gener,ql Elecfrfc Company, Schenectady, New York, and tested fn 
the Lockheofi-Aircraft Cor$$ation Re'search: ,Labbr&tor;,;,... 
Burbank, Calif. -, _. ',-!.;.: - .--- /. . * 

fh) V;tbrat%on Damping T'est.- Method ;,~&.~cu88e~in 
Modulus of Elasticity and .Damping in Relatioh .to (t$-o,,e,tate ,%f 
the Material, by F. For8ter and W. Kosterr, 1ti ~OJJZQ&~ of the 
Institution of slectrical Engineers, .London, B..J;~,.;vel. 84, 
Jan .-June 1939, pp. 558-564. ._ 

(5) Wave-R eflection Test.- Proposed by Profeesor F. A. 
Firestone of the University of Mfchigan, in connection with 
the Supersonic Raflecfoscope. 

(j) Weld-Outline Test.- Mile. Natalie Godalsky in a 
paper.furniahed by Sciaky Brothers, Chicago, Ill. 

NOTE: I)ropO8ed test methods identified.by the sign # were 
independently propoeed and developed by the Welding Research 
Group of the Californfa Institute of Technology. 
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_-_._ e-e.. -. -- + - . 
DESIGN AND QONSTBUGTXON OF SPGT-WLLD TPlSTlNG JLkCHfNB No. 1 

._... . ..= -- .- -- 7 -7.-- r.. _ : - - .- ; 
__ ---. A. Description if Macdiao ---. 

_ . 

Spot-Weld Testing Machfne No. 1 ig a laboratbry -device 
designed te teat the principles of the peaetrator and elec- 
trical nondestructive testa. It has not been designed to 
take extentifve structures, but will handle standard shear 
test panels with apot-welded lap jOfnt8. Compact constrnc- 
tion was usid to avoid excessive deflecffona of the frame of 
the machine under loading. The machIrie Eombinea two teqt Op- 
erations in qne sequence: a&m&y, two-aide ring-penetrator 
tests of the nugget diameter, and two-aide electrical teats 
of the -5ota.1 area of bonding. Pi&ire 38 shova the entire 
m&chine. 

-FLyor t'ne rinp-peastrator teat, a hydraulic j&k (A) ap- 
plies loada measured by weighing block (B) and indicated on 
dial gage (C) to the movfng praaaure cylinder CD) which slides 
in an accurately machined c lindrical gufde (E) supported by 
the frame of the machine (a . s The ball penetrators (0) are 
carried on removable anvfl fnigarts (g) held by a set +screv fn 
a socket in the anvfl (I), and are carefully aliaed on the 
axis of the moving cylinder. Similar penetratora (J) are car- 
ried on the anvil Insert (9) in the upper ativil (I;). This 
anvil ia set into the top plate (M) whfch fa securely fastened 
to, but 6leCtrically insulated from, the frame (2). Them 
upper penetratora are carefully alined wfth the lower pene- 
trator balls on the moving cylinder, Probes (N) slide freely 
in the anvils, and have replaceable contact tfpa (0) which 
pass through amall holes in the anvil inserts (X). The heads 
of these probes are in contact with aenaitfve dial gages (PI 
and (Q> fastened firmly by posts to the top plate (M) and the 
piston cap (RI, respectively. These gage8 measure the pene- 
tration of the panetrator balls under loading. In operation, ' 
the spot-welded panel is inserted betveen the head and the 
moving cylinder and the spot weld is carefully centered under 
the penetrator assembly. Loads are applied aa desired. _ .r - 

- For the two-aide electrical teat, either the anvil in- 
serts carrying-the ball penetrators, or similar inserts vlth 
circular rfng penetrators (S) nay be used as alectrodsa. 
Electric current from en external direct-current genarator 5s 
introduced fato the top plate (la) (which is insulated from 
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the frame) at contact (T)j "!&hi s current flows from the upper 
penetrator or electrode (J) through the weld to the lower 
electrode (G), and leaves the machine thrpugh the terminal' 
CJJ) ,on.t+6 moving byXin&r. * The current then return8 to the. 
gener-ator through an external ammeter and control reaiatance. 
The potentPa drop.a'&@iis~~'the pro'bee (H) 5s measured by a 10~ 
resistance mfcroammeter,. 
from the anvil inserts. 

These -prbbea are carefully insulated 
Microgwftch IV) on .the vefghing block 

.(p) is ln.terlpcked with.&he .current svit.ch toprevent the 
s-w$tching.pn:.of current with-inadequate eledtrode preaeure. 

Nb’. 

n 
---The ring-p' 

1 ,are 
ena~rator'Aaeenblie& used on Tesiing Maahfne 

shown. in figure 39. Fbr'iab'oratory,teste, l/l&inch- 
diameter-hardeened.steel balie (commercially available for 

'Rockwell, Hardnese.Teating-.~ach~nes} were used aa'~penetratora. 
CalTbrated sharpened..steel 
tise ~n.r~tlie.Bar_cel,r~pTsssor. v 

o~i‘nts,'(oomme'rc'ially, available for 
c&n be'&ed t'o obtain equivalent 

pepetrator tests with.much lighter applied loads. The pene- 
trators are mounted on circles of diameter chosen to-corre- 
epond to acceptable spot-weld-nugget dfame,tecre i~:varfou~ 
gages of aluni~num,alloy sheet', and are,supported on hard steel 
anvil Inserts., These.2insert6 may be'qu'ickly exchapged when it 
is desired to test. spot welds in differ'ent gag8g,pf alloy* ' 
sheet: - . . . . ..' ‘ . -. . ,, -.- 

. 

ti'o. 
The ring-penetr'afor tests 'of &pot-Geld Testfng.Machine" 

1 are based upon,$ea~lAl;~of~the pehetratoe-profi.la tests 
shown-in figure,34: $rom thefie t~a.ts'it was found. tbat:;the 
typical penetration profile had the 6harabteriatia +ahapo :"- 
rahcwn in figure 41; Theeringpenetrato'r units of Spat.-Weld-' 
Testing Maeh1ne'So... 1; are designed vi"t'h"the dfameter 80 
that the penetratora fall on the points A-A af the,pWtrator 
profile curve for .,norpal good weld-B in each gage: of.alumihum- 
alloy sheet. If. the veld nuggets are a‘maller than the,. normal 
acceptable weld-hugflt,.the- penetratora hli.' out8id.e the-weld 
nugget over_the.te~~eysd.pareot metal,-a$ pointa onl~t-he'.gen-;' 
etratpr profile. curve identified by B-B. If, however, the 
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*:' I,.- ._ . .:. .-y :: : - -'-'*.jl _ .-.-, . 

nGg58.t . i.$- kLrg8r tlan the norr&al-size, th=e penetratkrs- fall . o.Ver~.$.h.e center of the m~ugg8.t and the indications correspond 
. $Loit;he;.-po.ipt-sI CC of the penetrator profile. Sections through 
im.e;&yp$rcalh W83.d. nngget s of various sizes in 0.040-fnch 24S-T 

I al&&d sheet are' shown in figure 42 with the'indentation of 
:.l:t'h8..ring-psn~tl~ator test: vi'sibl8 on the macrographs. The 

‘ponetrator t8s5 . . -- indication Is ahown for aach.of the welds. 
e It: map be $een that the penetration of the ring penetratar 

I "measures W8lddiati8ter lehsitively and reliably, and that . .'. 
small Weld -nuggets ar-e.differentiated from large weld'nuggets 

- byLei-gndf'ic&f change-s- in indIcat.ion. 
.- -. ,- -. ,-r-T .qr 7-v: :7--r '-- . i 
.-. The rdn-g-electrode twOYsid8 direo&.ourrent tests of -6pot- 

Wsid Testing Machine 130. l-are based upon prel.Iminary tests 
of the two-s?.Be-direct-current method of determining the total 

. bonded -area-at-the faring pIan8. (See ffgs. 9, 10, and 11.) 
* ~ -Macrographs of the faying plane of typical spot welds of vari- 

ous sizes in 0.040-inch 24S-T alclad sheet are shown in fig- - ure 43, with the indication of the two-side electrical test 
shown for each weld, It may de- seen that the electrical test 
indications correlate with the total bonded area of-the spot - 

'. weld. -. 
c 

0. Procedure in Operation of Machine 

To conduct nondestructfve tests of -spot welds the machine 
is first.calibratsd for penetrator tests by using a block of 
homogenebpq .mat.s~el.,of.~~.ow_n. ha-rdneks-.(.~oc~k.well. ardness ._ 
Testing &chin-e caiibr'atiop.blpcks) and applying a fired load 
by means of a hydr.auli,c. jack. The penetration Is m8a8Ur8d on 
top *and b.&t_o.q~ 1diia.L gakqs. .an@ coFpare-d withprepdq.us r.e su,lt s 
on the same test block. Any change .o.f _&ape fn the .penetrators 
can be obaervaL.add the pene-tr.ator-&a&-Is (L/16-in,-diam, steel 
balls; iddnitical- wXi',h those used in Rockwell Ear-dness Testing 
machines) may be repladed_,-if ne_'cess'ary.. 

Before conductC;;rg electrical tests, the electripal sys- 
tem is checked by applying a fixed current to a similar call- 
bration block of kncwn thickness and resistivity and compar- 
Ing the potential indication with that obtained previously. 
Correct-ions are ,qade if i-~d_ic_a_tiqns_8_r8_abnorrnal_. .-The checks _.-. - .- - _-- 
should be made before beginqing~.a~ne~ $8t'zof-t,ests and after 
every two.hundred welds tested. . . 

. * 
After caiibratfon of -the machine, spot-welded panel is 

inserted in the gap.between t-h-8 ele.ctr.odes and the first spot 
weld is carefully centered Under tha potential probe of the 
head of the tester. A pre-load of fixed amount (200 lb with 
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4-b~ll.il.rpprgssp,$s)~.is a$pZBed by means of the hydraulic Jack, 
the .load betng dbdicated by-the dial g&g8 on the weighing 

.block..:;,.2lhe-~.n~icrmti.on of. each penetratdr d.ial gage is re- 
corded.:-.The load'i-s then indrdaied to the -full load setting 

~ (1000 lb:on the -&ball assembl 
9 

7 'and the indication of each 
dial gage- i,s @ga.ip- :recorde'd. f~dle&rical test6 are being 
conducted with the. sane set of ele;trodes the direct current 
is applied-and the potential indicatiqn recorded. The cur- 
rent is then:i.nter.rupted and the &ad released 60 that the 
welded pane.l .ndy be .noved and th,e next weld taeted. The eum 
of the changes in indication of the upper and lower dial 
gages betwe,en pre-load and full load $a then taken a8 the in- 
dicatLon of -penetration. The ratio of %h8 total testing cur- 
rent to the potential indication istakon as the indication 
of bonded area at the faying plane. For greater sensitivity, 
currenteloctrodes of dianoter larger th.an that of the pens- 
trator ring may be used to indicate the total bonded area, in 
a separate diract-current test. following the penetrator test. -. . 

.-Even a.n the laboratory testing machine, a weld may be 
tested .ip..I.e:ss thania,: minute, reading-a-11 dials and netera by 
eye. For production measurements a machine canable'of taking 
any shape, of st.ry_cture. yhiqh can be spot-welded could be used 
for the Bame m,easyre7men.tq. Tie p.re-Load ,~n,d. fu'l ioad couIcl 
be applied auto&'~tid&lfj;. by connecting-the loa-ding pistone-to 
sources ,oP 10,w and ,high hydraul.ic ,or:..air. pr.etisures,' and by 
recording:the d.e'f&:e~ct+i.oan o.f the, weighjng .bl-o;ck.-.an'sl df th‘e 
gene.trat.tir ;r'ndJ.c;t or-e: by. &eane of magnet5.c or electric strain 
gage 6. U.L"thiG might-.66 '&-on-froiied autanaf'ically b>- 'siHpEy 
pr.essing a :butt.qn,:tq inftiate the lsequencs o-f operation: and 
observing resultant, $n.dfcation.s .o.n 6 r;ecordi'n'g'.ine'tr4me'ntt or 
indicator device. The only. portion of thie test &hi& is- in- 
herenf.ly slow is theeentering of the spot weld upder,%he 

. testfng assembly.: By far th8 greatest portion .Of'the.ti'me 
required in the testing ogerati.on would be requirsd foi."this 
item alone. With such a machine it should be p.os,ei-ble to-' 

. . *. . test 10 to.30 .apof;s a-minutee:without difficulty. ;,. . . 
_. .'., . 

-' I . . . . ; I 
> : : . - D.JWm&i of Teats ' '. : ..I, :. -r. 

. . . I'- ',.-Testing Ha.chtne Jo , ..; 
'. . : _ -7 

has .beezi u&ed'$nder~ seve,$a$*'d&di- 
-C f f'ons iti the testing of spq$ -&l&s .~$~fi.:.a;lth$nmu?& alloy ..&lgt 8. 

various PQnetratOr arrangements have been e.mployed,I~a-nd several 
.kvg? q. ,.o? sheet. +.efft 8 a.. . ~&~,$L’r’-s_f ..arrgngenont"c61isi.sted of -. _ _ I : . . . ,. 

"'th~‘de:',s~her.ical hardene.&,:stael baIl'~'~~acad qquid-ist.antSG"6n 
the: 'pt?'ri@,Qrp .o.f a .qirc:l;s; $,-See f.$g;. 319 -3, : '!l?,es't$ 2howk.d -this 

, 'L1 $eVi,Ch' $0. b8 Capable. af -dis’cr$.P,$nati~ng .we1&:“etren’gt$ -re’ixably . ,’ . . . ; . _ ------:1.:--- -L --.. _- _ __ .;: .---_ 1. _. .-. 
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on welds of normal shape (figs. 5 and '44) .but on welds having 
elementary nugget formations (fig. 3),,erroneous indicatfons 
resulted because of the irregular shape:'%? the area of bond- 
ing. inproved assemblies wSth"four aid six balls placed on . 
the circumference of tha 'critical c_ircle showed improved per- 
formance. (see fig‘. 39.) Likewise, the use of circular elec- 
trodes of diameter larger than the penetrator circle as olec- 
tr'odes for the electrical test resulted in an inprovement in 
the as+-surement of the area of bonding. (See fig. 40.1 

The diameter of the weld nuggets is measured to fl2 to 
7 15 percent by t,he penetrator test alone as shown in figure 46, AL 

---1':-.-suntiarising results on several'hundred spot welds made in 
.>.difPerent West Coast aircraft factories under normal indus- 

.trial conditions of welding. These tests prove the machine 
'. . to be capable of measuring weld-nugget diameter- reliably. It 

is because of the reliability of this neasurement that the 
machine is capable of measuring the strength of the weld. 

a . -- ____ - L .* _ vi - i- -. 

The static shear strength of the spot welds is neasured 
to SO percent by the penetrator test alone in the range for 
which penetrator 'is adjusted as shown fn figure 46 on the 
same set's of industri'ally mad& spot welds. This measurement 
compares favorably with the correlation between the strength 
and sppt-weld-nugget diameter shown in figure 41 for the same 
sets bf spot welds. It is seen that the penetration test 
~KeasuFes-weld strength with an error equal to only twice the 
median error in the correlation between weld-nugget diameter 
and strength. This quality of measurement in itself is ade- 
,quate.for the nondestructive testing of spot welds in industry. 

Tlie,total area of bonding at the faying plane is measured 
to'*iO percent by the electrical test. (See fig. 47.) Be- 
cause of the variation in the nature of the corona bonding 
and.the difficulty of vfsually measuring the corona area on 
the '$&Pled-welds this correlation. is appreciably less accurate 
thanithat between penetrator tests and nugget size. The di- 
rect'corre,lation between electrical test fndications and spot- 
weld st,a'tCc'bhear strength is poor because the test does not 
discrimin'at'e the type of bonding at the faying surface. (See ' 
fig. 48.) 

_- - - - _ I _ - .- -- 

The 'stat%= shear stren&h of the spot weJ.ds is measured 
to ztl0 percent by the combined penetrator and electrical test 
indications. (See fig. 49.) 
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\ . .:. 
1.. concl.u.eions ?BzLs&"'o~%esuits' 6'; !l?esta of Testing Machine No. 1 

' - ~ .; . (. ‘., " . * _ 
l~..:c;!he"rin~-~eenk'trato'~. t 

i -. _. . 
. . -eat 
'I nii&auie of we~h'~n~gg4t'~diarnets~. 

alone c'an be a reliable 
It measures the component 

'~f".weld2shear"bt~e.~~t6 due to the"nugget ,with'nearlg as much 
.a ': '. accuracy ae does-the diameterof the nugget observed by de- 

,- : . structive. sec.t%%ing.. It, doe.8 not measure the component of 
- weld stre~~.gth s'uppl.ied by a3c.le.d bonding (an unreliable con- 

. . 'tribution) &.nd?.‘Bb;* ,properlg calibrated, giv.es conservative 
pr'e'dictions of weld strength. :' * -.. . . . 

the'bdnded area to-a 
By itself-it is not .a,reli- - 

strength, for shear strength 
tot&l: area of bonding, 

does, d~t.ect.a%cJ.d.- the faying surface.-:of wh.ich has 
It 

bonded 
poorly:'or the:bo.nd of which,hae been broken after welding, 
with absolute reliability. 'It makes possible-an estimate of 
the'obntribution of corona bonding..to'tEie weld shear strength, - 
and so is a.valuable supplement. to the ri.ngpen.etrator 'test. t: . 'I 

mitatian ,& the accur'acy '0.f all. forms of . 
rical tests sensitive 'to.. weld siz'e re- 

.- 

culty of locating the"'cepteG of 'the weld 
e'outer surface of the'6elded.,shedt. The 

weld .may:not..:be centered under: the .welder'$.lecirc.ode: indenta- 
tion. ,T.hus .t:he major po_r.t'ion of the 'testi~g.'time~is r'equired 
to locate the tester above the weld, whil8.'the test itself 
may be'. nearly. instantaneous, Automa%f'c profiling to locate 
'the weld.qccurately requires elaborate apparatus and inc. 

.':creased' testing time.V,m _ :'a . . . - ; '. 
,:. i.' . 

+I ' 
Other limitatiods.result~ from the'fabtl.that penetra-. 

tor Fndicatl.ons .depend upon alley,; heat%reatment, and sheet 
thickn'e'ss .:;,.+Zalibration 'must .be: m$iTe on t'ha't alloy and heat..,, 
tre$t:'nient,: b,einig insp'ected,. with a penetrat'o,r ripg of' 'dFame.tee 
-'suited to spot. welds j.n the given gage of sheet,. ?' '- ' 

.- PI'. . .L. .,.: . , L . . - i . . ,.. . -. .; . . . ..:' ;.. . .-. . ,:. .- i . . 
_ *. l =- 

of Spot-Weld Tester _,,. 
. ,, .,;:-* 

. 
1. Proposed Band Tester A is a small portable penetrator 

tester, similar to.devices now on the market for hand ,hard- 
ness testing of homogeneous materials (The Barcol Impressor, 
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available from Barber Colman Company, Rockford, Ill,) 
A ring of sharpened calibrated penetrators is spring-loaded 
by hand pressure to make a one-side ring-penstrator test 
equivalent to that of Testing Machine PO. 1. (See fig. 50.) 
(By using small-dfamefer, sharpened probes, a great reduction 
in load is obtained for penetrations sensitive to weld-nugget 
presence.) This is a direct measurement of nugget diameter. 
The devfce must be calibrated on the alloy and temper of 
sheet to be tested. A change to ring penetrators of differ- 
ent diameter is required when spot-welded sheet of greatly 
different thickness is to be tested. Properly located above 
each weld, the hand tester should be nearly as reliable as 
the penetrator test of Testing Ilkchine ETo. 1. 

2. Proposed Production Tester B is intended for produc- 
tion line use - possibly dfrectly after the spot-welding 
operation - with welded parts being brought to the tester. 
It is equipped with a throat and press or rocker arm of di- 
mensions equavalent to the welders it serves, so that any 
weld made on the welders can be tested on it. Two-side rine 
penetrator end electrical tests are automatically carried out 
and recorded each time the operator presses the foot switch. 
Air loading and stratn-gage recording make possible tests as 
rapid as the spot-welding operation itself. Strain-gage load 
measurements, with pre-load and full load applied by air 
pressurel and strain-gage penetration measurements, could be 
recorded automatically on indicator devices. 



FIG. la. 
CROSS SECTION AYD FAY1116 PLANE OF A TYPlCAL SPOTWELD 111 24 ST 
ALUMINUM ALLOY, SNOWING SIGUIFICANl REGkOWS OF WELD; (A) PAR- 
EMT. MATERIAL, (B) ALCLAD LAYER ir(C) CAST ALLOY WUSGET, INCLUD- 
ING (C’) DERDRITIC ZONE AND (C ) EQUIAXED ZONE, (D) CORONA, 
(E) ALCLAD INCLUSION, (F) PENETRATION, (6) HEAT AFFECTED ZONE 
AND (H) FAYING PLANE. 20x. 



Fig. lb 

(A)* PARENT MATERIAL, 24sT ALUMINUM 

ALLOY. 300x. 

(C”). EQUlAXED ZONE OF NUbGET. 500x. 

(6). HEAT AFFECTED ZONE SHOUING IN- 

(c’). DENDRlTtC ZONE OF NU66ET. 300x. 

(El. ALCLAD INCLUSION IMTO NU6GET. 

500X. 

WI l HEAT AFFECTED ZOME SHOWlN6 
EUTECTIC mSTRINGER’ OR ‘INTRUSIOM 

ClPlLWt MELTlRG AT THE 6RAiR BOlJNDARtES. FNTO THE 6RAlN BOUNDARIES’. 5cx>x. 
300X* 

FIG. lb. 
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A-l 

STRENGTH e”ELOW 
$I POUNDS 

A-3 
STRERbTH 213 
POUNDS 

FiG. 2.- 

TYPE A WELDS - - ALCLAD 
BOND I NG WI THOUT NUGGET FORMATIOM, Iox. 



8 -3 

STRERGTH 580 
POUH5S 

3(u,b).-TYPE %z& - 
#'TN OR IWHOU? ALCLAD BONDING, /ox, - ELEMENTARY NUGGET 
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Fl6. 3b. 

B -4 

STRENGTH t180 
POUNDS 

B-5 
STREWGTH 340 
POUMDS 
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STRENGfH 200 
POUNDS 

C -2 

STRENGTH m 
POUNDS 

FIG. 4.- 

TYPE C WELDS - - SMALL DIAMETER 
NUGGETS WITH NORMAL ALCLAD 
IMCLUSIONS AND LOW PENETRATION, IOX. 
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FIG. 5.- 

TYPE 0 WELDS - - NORMAL DIAMETER 
NUGGETS WITH NORMAL PENETRATION, IOX. 

STRENGTH 725 
POUNDS 

D -2 

STRENGTH 
POUNDS 

580 
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FIG. 6(a to cl.- 

TYPE E WELDS - - OVERSIZE NUGGETS 
WITH EXCESSIVE PENETRATION, CRACKS, 
POROStTY OR SPITTING, IOX. 

STRENGTH 
POUNDS 

E -2 

STRENGTH 
POUNDS 

700 

590 
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.I . 

t 

STRENGTH 1385 POUNDS 

Fig. 6b 

E-3 

STRENGTH 
POUNDS 

FIG. 6b. 
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FIN. g.-Tne TUC-SIDE'OIRECT Cu~aarr TEST O* THE 
Ekwrep AREA CT TM FAVIUS PLAIIE OF Tn6 SPDMLO. 
CURRENT Rows Bermr CVLIUDRICK ELECTRODES Ir 
&WTACl UlTn TOP Alo BDTti SHEET SURFACES AT I. 
POTE,"TIAL IS &A.%,R@O b7EIW PFIOEE~ (P), 

mcmcww ELEOTROOSMI~MM.~ 

FIN. 13.-RCm.T3 Dr A he-SIO~ DIRS:~ C!,R,,ElrT 
I%':~' Tsar Or A SW.L SPOTWCLC IR .064',24ST 

FIG. ll.- ~wLTS 0p.A :uo-Sl~e DIP~CT CIJRRIYT 
PhVl~s TMT OF A LAWE $+,TwELD II .o&m ZEST 
ALCllD 

. 
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FOG. 12.- THE ONE-SIDE OIRECT CURRENT TEST OP THE 
SONDED AREA AT THE FAYIRG FLAME O? THE SPOTWELD. 
DIRECT CURRENT FLOWS SEINEER I, AND I,. 
SNEET POTENTIAL Is MEASURED BETWEEN P, AMD P2. 

+ 

Figs. 18,13,14,15 

FIG. 13.- RESULTS OF ONE-SIDE DIRECT CURRENT ~EST~J 
(IIR;;:GLE ~OT~ELD SPECIUENS IN ONE- INCH SHEAR TEST 

. #O DtFPERENCES IN INDICATIOI( ARE OBTAINED 
EETWEER LARGE AND SMALL WELOS In EXTENDED SHEETS BY 
THIS TEST. . 

FIG. 14.: EFFECT OF *EET IwDENT~TIow ff4 h41sKllG 
FIG. 15.- UHEATST~WE BRIDGE FORU OF THE ONE-SIDE 

INDICATIONS OF BONDED AREA AT THE FAYING.PLANE Jr 
DIRECT &JRRENT TEST OF THE. SONDED AREA AT THE 

THE ONE-SIDE DIRECT C!JF?REHT TEST. * 
FAY~NG PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. CURRENT FLOWS BE- 
TWEEN CONTACT PO!NTS (f). POTENTIAL ISYE;;;RED 
ACROSS EQUIDISTANT POTENTIAL PROSES (P). 
ELECTRODES FORU A WHEATSTONE BRIDGE CIRCUIT,WHICH 

IS UNEALAICEO EY THE PRESENCE OF A WELL 
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. 

l 

- . 

Fige. 16,17,18 . 

FIG. 16.- Tne LAP JOINT DIRECT CURREUT TEST OF THE B~NDELI 
AREA AT THE FAKING PLAHE OF THE SPOTWELD. 

FIG. 1$~.- SEHSITIV~TY Of THE LAP JOINT DIRECT CURRENT TEST 
To THE PRESENCE UF S~OTWELOS, As Snowic BY PROFILE TESTS. 

. 

FIG. 18%- ONE ELECTRODE DIRECT CURRENT TEST’OF THE BONDEO AREA 
AT THE FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOT~ELD. 
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c. 

Frc. 21.- USEFUL CONFICURATIOR~ o? EDDY 
CURRBNT INOUCTlOH POLE ASSLYBLIES. 

A. SINGLE CORE ASSEMBLY USED To 
UEASUW SWEET THtCRRsSS. 
0. CO~KENTRIC CIRCULAR POLE AS- 
SEMSLY USED TO RESTRICT EDDY CUR- 
RENTS TO A CIRCULAR PATH. 
C. REcTM~CULAR POLE ASSEMBLY USRO 
TO RRSTMCT EDDY CURRENTS TO A 
RECTARBULAR PATH. 

. 

Figs. 21,22,23 

Ftc. 23.- THE LAP JO#NT TRANSFORMER 

IROUCTIOR TRST OF THE q OHOEO AREA 
AT IHE FAYtRO PLANR OF THE SPOTWELD. 

1 I 
INWCTANOE 

FIG. 22.- RESOKANT CIRCUIT RESPONSE OF TRANSFORMER EDDY CURREWT IllDUCTlON UNIT. ’ 
&ALL CNAN6E5 IN INOUCTARCE PROOUCR ‘AR5E CNANSES III INDICATION. 
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FIG. W.- TYPICAL ptceup COIL EDDY 
CURRENT T5ST UNITS. 

A. UNIT FOR FLAW 05RCTlOR IN 
NONOQtNEOUS PLATES OEVSLOPEO BY 
ROSS tiI(N, n. R. L. (RSF. # 12.) 
8. thlT FOR DETECTION OF CRAWS 
AND POROlITY IN SPOTWELDS DE- 
VELOPED SY N. I?. L. (R5r. ’ 11.) 

FIG. 23. --EDDY CURREKT FIELD IKOUCCO BY PICKUP UNIT A. 
A. FIELD IN ~0~05EttE0~5 PLATE. 
6. FtELO tN PLATS WITH ELAW. 
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------ 
MICROMETER 

FIG. 26.- HEAT RESERVOIR THERMAL TEST OF THE BONDED AREA AT THE 
FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 

B 

,,-..I ~ 
77 ---- _- -w-c - _ =. = =xz= ----- (---’ cm----+ 

A. POWER SUPPLY 
B.lNDUGTfON COfL 
C.HEATED ZONE 
D,F. THERMOCOUPLE 
E,G. GALVANOMETER 
W. WELD 

FIG. 27.- INDUCTION HEATING THERMAL TEST OF T,HE BONDED AREA AT 
THE FAYtNG PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 

A. HEAT FLOWS ACROSS FAYtNG PLANE AT WELD. 
8. LITTLE HEAT FLOWS ACROSS FAYtNG PLANE WHERE NO 

BOND EXIXTS. 
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VARIABLE FREQUE 
A.C. 

POWER SUPP 

DRIVER 

II 

Fige. 28,29 

FIG. 28.- VIBRATION DAMPING TEST 
ARRANGEMEHT. 

MAXIMW 

------ 
AMPLITUDE 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
:f t RBS 

FREQUENCY - . 
FIG. 2g.- VI @RATION FESONANCE AND DAMP t PIG 

‘CURVES. THE DECREMENT FACTOR 6 IS GIVEN 
ay -. 

6 Aft 
= lTf 

RES 
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FIG. 30. -WAVE REFLECTION TEST OF BOUNDED AREA OF 
SPOTWELDS. 

(A) WAVES PASS THROUGH WELDS AT FAY ING PLANE. 
(8) WAVES REFLECT FROM FAY ING PLANE WHERE NO 

BOND EXISTS. 

2 600 I 

; 400 

; 300 

$ 200 
0 
J 100 

3.0 3.5 4.@ 4!5 5x) 55 61) 63 7.0 7.5 
INi?ENTATlON BY UPPER ELECTRODE t.001”) 

FIG. 31.- ELECTQODE INDENTATION OF WELDED SHEET TEST of SPOTWELD SIZE, 
AND STRENGTH. 

A. DIAL GUAGE WITH COLLAR 
B. SMALL INDENTATION OVER SMALL WELD 
Cm LARGE INDENTATION OVER LARGE WELD 
II. RESULTS OF INDENTATION TESTS ON 141 
SCIAKY WELDS IN .040" 24sT ALCLAD. 
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I 

A B 
f. APPLIED 

FORCE 

FIG. 32.- ONE POINT ONE SIDE PENETRATOR TEST OF SPOT 
WELD NUGGET PENETRATION. GREATER INDENTATIONS RESULT 
OVER LARGE NUGGETS (A) THEN OVER SMALL NUGGETS (B). 

8001 
. . -. . . 

\ I : l . .* I 

Ir 

;+ ++ 

w - 
.*:: 4. + 

+; \ \ 

- 

ONE POINT PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 

FIG. 33.- RESULTS OF ONE POINT ONE SIDE PENETR!TOR TEST 
OF 141 SCfAKY WELDS IN .om” 24sT ALCLAD. 
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35 4 B .C D E- F G. H I 

25 L 

20 L 

15 - 

IO 

A B C 0 E F G H I_,, 
_ .A 

35* 
A B G PEFFHI 

30 ’ 
25 
20 \A 

IS- 
,o -.___- -- - 5 _j .: _._.. -. -... ----j 0 . s - .._ 

A B C 
35r ..-- DEFGHI -.-- / t 

FIG 34-CHARACTERISTIC PENETRATOR PROFILES 
OF SPOTWELDS 
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FI& 35. RADIOGRAPHY OF SPOT WELDS., 

&+iRAY SPURCE 

XRAY FILM 
ELDED SHEET = 

T 

\ , 

FIG* $.-ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR loNlZATtON GAUGE TESTS OF SPOTWELDS. 
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. 

ADHESIVE 

HOLD DOWN P‘RESSURE 

* s--------m-- - 
-s-- -*- ---mm 

1 

w 

c W -L---B* -m--e- 
J r L --------B-m -------s--- 

A. BONDING LOADING DISC TO SHEET 

LO 

3 GAUGE _-= 

WEtD \ 
AOHESIVE BOND 

B. TENSION TESTING OF WELD c. flYDRAUtlC LOADING DEVICE 

FIG. 37.- ADHESI VE BOND PROOF TEST OF SPOT WELD . . 



FIG. 3aa.- stm VIEW bc AKLMELED MACHINE. FIS. 38b.- DETAIL OF MACHINE, DISASSEMBLED. 

A. HYDRAULIC JACK. H. ANVIL INSERT. 0. CONTACT TIPS. 

6. WPl6lilNG BLOCK. 1. ANVIL-LOIER. P. QL DIAL 6UAGS. 

C. LOAD DIAL BUASE. J. BALL PENETRATORS-UPPER. R. PISTON CAP. 

0. MOVlN6 CYLINDER. K. ANVIL INSERT. T,U. TERMINALS. 

E. CYLINDRICAL BUIDE. L. ANVIL-UPPER. V. M~CR~SWITCH. 

F. FRAME. M. TOP PLATE. 

6. BALLPENETRA~ORS-LOWER. N. WOKS. 

FIG. ~B(~~&SPOT~ELD NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST l NG UACHINE NO. 1. 
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FIN. 30c.- DETAIL OF AWIL AND PENETRATOR 
ASSEMBLY 

. 

FIG. 38d.-DETAIL OF WEIGHING BLOCK. 
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-. 
L. 
.:-- 

-. - 

- 

FIG. 39.- RINK PENETRATOR ASSEMBLIES USED 
ON TESTING MACHINE No. 1. 

FIG. 40. -RING ELECTRODE ASSEMBLIES USED ON 
TESTING MACHINE No. 1. 
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\ 
\ . /i 

\ \ .’ 

Fig. 41 

. 

FIG. 41 . - CHARACTERISTIC SHAPE OF PENETRATOR PROFILE. 
TOP. PENETRAT~R iNofcATiot4 PROFILE. 

. 
. CENTER. SECTION THROUGH NUGGET. 

BOTTOM. FAY~N~ SURFACE OF WELD. 
DOTTED CURVE CORRESPONDS ~0 THIN NUGGET. 



!! -I 
P 

53 
0 

2274 2o!a lgoo 1650 Volts 1600 
- 

I 
1 

MFD. 2800 FOR ALL SPECIMENS 

. 

FIG. 42.- MACROGRAPHS OF SECTIONS OF UNPULLED WELD SPECIMENS, AND INDICATIONS OF 
THE RING PENETAA~~R TEST FOR THESE SPECIMENS. 

. 
al 
6 
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Ftc. 43qbAummons oP THE RIYG 
ELECTRODE TWO SIDE DIRECT CURRENT 
TEST FOR TYPICAL SPOT WELDS (PAYIWB 
SURFACES SHOWN AFTER SHEAR PULL 
TEST. ) 
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FIG, 43b. 
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ACh TN Ho. 945 Fig. 44 

I I I t I I I I I 
0120 130 

ENETk5ATOR ‘~ESTnPNDICE3N 
190 200 

. 

PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
B 

FIG. 44.- RESULTS OF PENETRATOR TESTS USING 3 BALL PENETRATOR ADJUSTED FOR .Of.m~ 
24sT SHEET ON: 

A. 175 TAYLOR - WINFIELD SPOTWELDS IN .064” 24sT SHEET. 
B. 138 SCIAKY SPOTWELDS IN .0,2q” 24sT SHEET (SEE FIG. 4u). 



, L 

A. 19 TAVLoR BllFlfl.0 SPONELDS MAOE BV COHsOLlDAT$D 
VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPC~ATIOW (SAN 01~60) IN .3r(O~ 24ST 
ALCLAD. 

PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
C. 105 TAVLOR HIHFIELD Spon~~os MADE ON THE LABORATORI 
MLOER AT THE ~h’IVERSll7V OF SoUTHeRN CALlFORllA IY .@,O* 
2x3 ALCLAD. 

PENETRATOR TEST PENETRATOR TEST INDIGATION INDIGATION 
8. 8 TAYLOR WIIFI~LD SPOTWELDS NADE OII THE LA~ORATORV 
WLDER AT THE LhllVED8lTY OF %WIWIN CALlPORllA IN .WO” 
2’lST ALCLAD. <. 

t 
lxl 

I 
140 ISCJ 00 
PENETRATOR PENETRATOR 

I70 I80 130 
TEST INDICATION TEST INDICATION 

D. 105 TAYLOR NIIIFIELO SPOTWELDS MADE On THE LABORATORV 
*ELDER AT THE UNIVERSITV OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IN .340' 
24ST ALCLAD. 

NOTE : THESE CROUPS OF SPOTWILDI) WERE PURPOSELY MADE UHDWI UIDELV 
DIFFERENT CONDITIOHS FOR USE IR DEVELOPING NO”-DEBTRUCTlV$ TE$T$. 

FIG.45 .- YA$~I~EM$NT 0~ SPOTWELD Wussar OIA~AETER BV PCIIETAAT~~ TEST U~IHG u BALL PE~ETRATW 
ASSEN8Lv. 



NACA TN No. 945 Fig. 46 

A*- 138 TAYLOR WlNFleLD SPOTWE IL)S MADE UY CDNSOL~DATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
(SAN DIEQJ) IN -040m 24ST ALCLAO. [COMPARE WITH FIG. 41 B] 

. 
8. 
sou ‘7 

-135 TAYLOR Wl)rFlELD SPOTWELDS MADE UN L~;~ORATORY WELDER A 
HERN CALIFORNIA i N .OPO@ 24Sf .&CLAD. koMPARE WITH Ftt. 

,t UNIVERSITY 0F 
41 H.? 

c. 105 f*yLDR WIIPIELD S?OTWELDS MADE ON LABORATORY WELDER AT ~~~vERslry 0~ 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IN &+o* 24ST ALCLAD. [COMPARE W~TN FIG, 41 ~.f , 

FIG. 46.- 
USING Y BALL PEHETRATOR ASSEMSLY. 

MEMuREMERT OF STATIC SHEAR STRENGTH Oc SPOTWELDS BY PENETRATDR TEST, 



~ACA TN HO. 945 c . 
Fig. 47 ’ 

. 

ELECTRICAL INDlCATlON (AMPS&) 

A. 181 WELDS 1~ .040m 24ST ALCLAO MADE ON FEDERAL WELDER AT RYAN AERONAUTICAL 
CORPORATIONS, SAN DIEGO, CALtFoRnlA. 

ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMP%&) 

8. 141 WELDS IN -040” 24ST ALCLAD MADE ON S~IAKY WELDER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION. 

0 INVERSE ELECTRICAL lNDlCATlON (AMP&ml 

C. 108 WELDS IN .064~ 24ST ALCLAD MADE ON SctAKy WELOER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION. 

FIG. 47.- ~RRELATION BETWEEN ELECTRICAL TEST INDICATIONS AND THE TOTAL AREA 0~ 
SoNDlNG AT THE FAY~NG PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 
J#oIJsTRIALLY-&DE SPOTWELDS. 

TESTS MADE WITH RING ELECTRODES 0~ 



A. 1Bl NELla 14 .CUl’ 24ST ALCLAD MADR ON FEDERAL 
-mLDER AT AvAN AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION, SAY DIE~O, 
CALIPORWIA. 

INVERSE ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AM- 

C. 138 PELDS IN .l%l” 29ST ALCLAD UADR OH SCIAKY 
WELDER AT LIXKHEGD AIMAPT CORPORATION. 

2 3 4 3678910 
ELECTRIW lNMOATlON (AtiP%%! . 

B. 141WeLDs IN -0113’ 2431 ALCLAD MADE ON 3CMKY 
WELDER AT LccKntiao AIRCRAFT :~RP~RAT~~N. , 

0. 140 ML06 IN .Ow 28T ALCIAD UAD.S ON SCIAKY 
WELD&? AT LOCUHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. 

Fls. 48.- CORRELATION BEf#EEN ELECTRICAL TEST INDICATIOLS AND SPOR)ELD STATIC SHEAR jTRENGTH Ok 
INDUSTU IALLY-MADE S~orne~os. (SINCE THE SLECTAICAL TEST DOES NOT Dl,SCRIYINATE-THE TYPE. OF 
BONDING AT THE FAYIHG SURFACE, IT. CANNOT by USED ALOHE FOR ASLIABLE PREDICTION OF VELD STRENGTH.) 
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160 IT0 I80 
P%TRffOR TEST INDICATION 

190 600 
ELEOTAICAL INDICATION lAJ4w 

AVERABE PREDICTED STRENGTK-#)UNDS(PENETRATORdEOTAICAL) 

I I I I 1 I 1 I I I --_ __.__. . . ._.= 

24 60 
ii 
P 
IL 60 
0 
L 

FIG. @.- L(EA3UREYENT OF BFOTllELO STATIC WEAR STRENGTH BY COMBINED PENETRATOA AND ELECTRICAL 
INDICATIONS. 100 WELDS IN .[wOm 24ST ALCuD MADE ON TAYLOR~INFIELO WELDER AT NORTHRUP AIR- 
CRAFT CORPORATIOR. 

, 
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FIG. 50.- HAND HARDNESS TESTER SUITABLE FOR PENETRATQR TESTS OF SPOTWELDS IN 
THIN ALUMINUM ALLOY SHEETS. (GARCOL IMPRESSOR - - BARBER COLMAN CO.) 


